STEVE APPS - OUR RESIDENT SAFETY MAN
Steve had been loitering around the club since his teenage years when it was discovered he hadn’t been doing patrols. He was soon enlisted and completed his Bronze on the old
belt and reel in 1979 with North Bondi and finally donned the red and yellow cap. Soon after, he took an opportunity to work with Waverley Lifeguards, a position he held for 10
seasons as a casual.
In 1982 Steve was successful in joining the NSW Fire Brigades (now Fire & Rescue NSW) where he worked as a firefighter on the red trucks for 20 years and the last 13 years as a
fire investigator. He was also a Navy Diver during this time in the Reserves.
In retirement, Steve works casually at the Opera House as a fire safety officer and writes expert opinion reports for fire maters.
Around the Club, Steve fulfils a vital role as Honorary Work Health & Safety Officer. This involves lending his expertise in the comprehensive conduct of a twice-yearly safety
inspection (with Debbie Midwinter and our GM Grant McMah). Steve also instructs members in use of fire safety equipment such as extinguishers and fire blankets.
When he is not travelling the world in his retirement, entertaining his Facebook friends with photos and captions that reflect his hilarious take on life, Steve can still be seen
loitering around the Club, albeit as a bona fide long service member. If you’re very lucky you can catch him at the start line at the Sunday surf race or if you’re unlucky, you will
meet with him out in the surf where he gets all the best waves on his big foamie mal.
What does Steve love about the Club? The people, their love of the water and the culture of fitness that we all enjoy. A quote that sums Steve up: “3 words: I still exist!”
Steve’s attitude to life: “Be grateful, be kind and be involved.”
Thanks for keeping the Clubhouse safe and in line with our regulatory requirements Steve. Another great longstanding member continuing to give back.

Brittaney Banks - A Novocastrian - So she's gotta be good!
Brittaney joined NBSLSC in 2014, with a prior history at Swansea Belmont SLSC, Merewether SLSC, and Fingal SLSC - starting out as a Nipper. Brittaney loved the beach straight
away and started competing as soon as she could - winning her flags and sprint events.
These days Brittaney competes in the ski events & has won 3 Aussie gold 2017, 2018 & 2019 with our under 23 march past team. She is also Vice Captain of Patrol 12 and
Assistant Medical team coordinator requiring very concentrated hours - in the vicinity of 40 + hours per season.
On top of all of these duties - Brittaney is also a Branch Level Duty Officer, which requires supporting /coordinating rescue operations and patrols. In this role, she is on call 24/7.
“Yes, I have been called out in the middle of the night on numerous occasions - usually to coordinate cliff searches”. It is essential that Brittaney be dressed in the Duty Officer
uniform when attending these rescues - which is a very tough call for anyone! In this role, Brittaney would easily do 60+ hours per season.
Brittaney is also a crew person on the Offshore Surf Rescue 30 and performs at least 20hours + per season. With the latest introduction of Drones to Sydney Branch - she is a
Drone Coordinator. The Drones will be introduced on 30th November - watch out for Brittaney!
With all of these accomplishments - it is no wonder that Brittaney is a Paediatric Registered Nurse at Sydney Children’s Hospital, Randwick in Emergency. She is also a student
paramedic, with an aim to work with the Air Ambulance Helicopter, which covers the whole of NSW and as you can imagine, has a massive impact with her lifesaving duties.
When asked what Brittaney loves about NBSLSC:
“The camaraderie - because I am a team player and competitiveness because I have a competitive nature and the club has a competitive nature, so we are a match. The respect
that people have for the club and the diversity of skills in the club - which adds so much value for all. When you mix together an open and welcome attitude within NBSLSC which
a diverse club is definitely - it says it all!” “My proudest moment was in representing the NBSLSC at a National Level for the SLSA Awards of Excellence.”
And what does Brittaney do to relax? Go for a paddle.

CYNTHIA BAKER-BARDEN
Cynthia is one of our youngest members of the education team. She has been helping her dad 'Damo' with teaching two SRC groups having had him previously teach
her during her SRC.
On a recent Saturday night, Cynthia and a friend were walking to Bondi Junction where they came upon a group of young boys and girls drinking. A young girl who
was part of this group appeared to be in some trouble. She had collapsed whilst her friends were trying to get her to walk around.Cynthia decided to immediately
help having seen the girl collapse and suspecting something serious may be happening. The girl’s friends did not know what to do at this stage. When Cynthia got
there the girl was in fact falling in and out of consciousness and vomiting in between this. Cynthia called '000' and took charge of the situation. She immediately put
the girl into the 'Lateral' position ensuring she wouldn't choke on any vomit and allow her to manage her airways. She watched her breathing, however the girl
continued to move in and out of consciousness and had started to foam at the mouth. The girl was now in an unpleasant state and deteriorating. Cynthia stayed on
the phone to the emergency services and managed the girl’s airways as best she could while waiting for the ambulance.Cynthia handed the girl over to the
paramedics and provided a full handover brief to assist them with treatment. The girl had consumed a very large amount of alcohol and had to be taken to hospital
immediately. She has since made a full recovery.
More about Cynthia’s involvement in the Club – she joined Nippers at NBSLSC in 2013 and is a State and Aussie Gold medalist in U23 March Past. Cynthia finished in
the top 10 (Age Group) in Board, Surf, Taplin and 2km sand events at Aussies. She was a nominee for Masters of Achievement Award in 2019. She is a current Junior
SRC Trainer and assists with the Nippers water safety and Patrol.
Cynthia is only 15 years old. She took charge of and managed an extremely difficult situation which may have been life threatening and used her training to help this
young girl. This situation may have been very different without the intervention and help Cynthia provided.
Thank you, Cynthia. You did a fantastic job and make us all proud at North Bondi SLSC.

Steve Bishop
Steve joined the Club in about 1988 when the kids were doing Nippers, Diane was 8 and Greg was 6. They both went right through from Nipper to senior
members of the Club, competing at a high level. Steve helped out with water safety and was board coach for about 10 years - he loved coaching the kids.
Steve then did the bronze medallion himself and competed 10 years long service. His grandchildren, Maddie and Billie, are Nippers of the Club and
also competing. Maddie is doing her surf life saving certificate this year. Steve’s wife June has helped out with Nippers including with merchandise sales.
Steve is now retired and you will see him in the gym most mornings, or helping out on the barbeque on Sunday mornings.

Michael Boland – our new Vice President
Michael joined North Bondi in 2013 having made the decision to move to Australia from Ireland. He has since embraced all things lifesaving and
continues to follow a love for the beach albeit it in a much sunnier place. Michael has progressed through the ranks of the education team from
Trainer to Assessor, both of which he continues to be heavily involved in, and now leads one of the biggest Education Teams in Sydney.
North Bondi's Education team are responsible for training and assessing both existing and new members in their Surf Rescue Certificate, Bronze
Medallion and further lifesaving awards. Michael is also an IRB and JetSki Driver and is regularly found down on the Beach on Patrol throughout the
season. Interestingly Michael is an Identical Twin. Michael is now in in his 3rd year as Head of Education for the club

ADAM BRASS
Adam Brass (AKA ‘Brassy’) has been patrolling at North Bondi for ten years. He joined the club mainly to help out as an age manager for his daughter
in Nippers. She’s since left Nippers but Adam stayed on as a proud member of the Patrol 14 Dream Team, moving to IRB crew, then driver and now as
a regular Jetski operator. Adam grew up in Maroubra and Coogee but has lived and worked in the Bondi area since the nineties. Highlights of his time
at the club include mass rescues, rock rescues, shark chasing, and rescuing a spearfisherman from a seal attack. In 2016, Brassy was mobbed by a
thousand nippers as he played Santa arriving at North Bondi from the North Pole on the IRB. He threw the lolly bag in the air to escape the masses
and bolted to the IRB shed to change out of the Santa suit to stop the nippers pestering him. Some cunning nippers broke into the shed and came
dramatically close to witnessing the partial eclipse of Santa’s full moon as he changed back into patrol uniform. Needless to say, those nippers don’t
believe in Santa anymore. Adam works at Taronga Zoo collecting eucalyptus branches for the Koalas.

Angela Christopher - “the behind the scenes person that keeps things ticking”
Angela became involved with the club when her oldest daughter joined nippers as a 6 year old. She is now almost 21, so it has been quite a
long time.
When Andrew became Head of Surf Sports, she started helping with the booking of accommodation for Aussies. As the Surf Sports section
grew, the job became bigger and bigger. Last year NBSLSC had over 100 competitors staying at the Club accommodation at Broadbeach, together
with their families. Angela also needs to think well in advance and has currently booked accommodation for Aussies in 2021 at Maroochydore.
When Angela’s youngest daughter was about 10, she decided it was time for her to do the Officials course and help out at carnivals in this way.
Since then she has officiated at many carnivals and quite enjoys it as she says, “You meet very nice people, and you also get a great view of the
events!”
What Angela has enjoyed most of all, are the friendships that she and her family have made at the Club, especially as her children are all older
now, her connection with the Club has remained.
“A surf club is a great way to meet, like minded people and the bonus is that we are doing something for the community at the same time.”

Andrew Christopher - President
Andrew was elected Club President in 2019 after serving as Vice President for the past 4 years and as Head of Surf Sports for the past 6 years.
Andrew is a long service member. His 4 children are active members and competitors and wife Angela is a community member. Andrew is a
regular keen masters competitor and closely involved in the local Bondi community as a member of the Icebergs for 25 years and a life member
of Ben Buckler Amateur Fishing Club.

Andrew is a “can do” man. With a family of 5, he also has also managed to run a law firm, develop surf sports at the Club to unprecedented
success across all sections, and compete at an elite level himself. As if taking over the reigns from veteran Pres & board member Mark Cotter
wasn’t enough this season, Andrew is training for the full Coolangatta Gold in October – having completed the shorter course in previous years.
Andrew has invited all members for a chat around the Club when you see him – but beware: he is mostly to be found out on the ocean putting in
the hours on his racing mal!

Phil Coles AM (Member of the Order of Australia) - Three Time Olympian
Who believes he owes his successes to North Bondi SLSC - DOB 20 July 1931, 88 years old
Phil was born in Redfern and then he and his family moved to Glen Street, Bondi during the WWII when lots of people had actually moved away
from Bondi. These were uncertain times as the whole beach was barb wired off, and everyone was unaware of what to expect next.
Phil attended Wellington Street Public School and completed his Intermediate Certificate. He then joined Sydney County Council and was
fortunate to obtain an apprenticeship, as all the good jobs went to ex-servicemen. He served time as a draftsman, doing a lot of mapping and
continued to work there for many years.
Phil Coles has celebrated 70 years with North Bondi SLSC having joined the club in 1949. North Bondi SLSC was a professional club even back
then, so to get his Bronze in April he had to swim and do the belt in very cold water, then, sit down and be questioned from the handbook and
luckily he passed. He completed 10 years of Patrols at North Bondi and was the 2nd member during that period to never miss a patrol – (the
Late) Charles Christensen got the trophy!
During his time at NBSLC, Phil was the Board and Ski Captain and also served on the Management Committee for some time. In Ski paddling as
we all know you get a lot of assistance from the waves, but obviously with canoeing there is no support as it’s stil lwater. So from 1954 to 1959
Phil combined both ski and canoe paddling, whilst still competing for both until 1968 and continuing until 1972 in ski paddling alone.
Ski paddling was Phil’s passion and in 1956 - he won Australian SLSC Championship at Torque, Victoria in still water and beat some guys who
were trying out for the Australian Olympic Canoe team. They later approached him to join the 4 man sprint Canoe squad for the Olympics. So
Phil sold his car and bought a Canoe and back then the best canoes came from Denmark.
The Australian Olympic Canoe team went on to compete in the Rome 1960 Olympics, the Tokyo 1964 Olympics and the Mexico 1968 Olympics.
The team earned their best finish of ninth in the K-4 1000 m event at the Tokyo games, where Phil was also the Team Captain. He was also
selected for the Australian Surf team competing against the USA (in California) in 1965 and he again was made the Team Captain - Australia won
everything!
Phil has been a member of the International Olympic Committee since 1982 to present and became an honorary member of this organisation in
2012. He has been a member of the Executive Board of the Australian Olympic Committee since 1973, and was a founding member of the
Oceania National Olympic Committees. He has also served on the boards of several other sporting organisations. Phil was made a Member of
the Order of Australia in 1983 "In recognition of service to sport” and was inducted into the Australian Sports Hall of Fame in 1993. Phil also
worked for Waverley Council as an ALP Alderman for 2 terms, whilst training for the Tokyo Olympics. He is very honoured to be invited to the
2021 Tokyo Olympics as an ex-competitor.
“I really owe a lot to North Bondi Surf Club and the Surf Lifesaving movement - if I have achieved any success in sport it’s because of this Club,
as it all began when I started padding a ski, which has been an absolute joy. The Comradeship within NBSLSC has been the best I’ve ever seen
anywhere in all my competition and travels. Ready Aye Ready.”

Phil Coles next to Prince Charles during his visit to North Bondi Surf Club, 25 May 1966, with crew mate
Ted Davis.

Ready Aye Ready… 20 women and 20 years of fierce female friendships - By Katherine Birch-Cole
Ready for a new start, I moved to Bondi 21 years ago, at the ripe age of 25, knowing no-one. Every weekend, I’d ride my mountain bike down to North Bondi beach for a swim and
I’d observe the bronzed healthy surf life savers. Mostly men, they were fit and handsome, wearing red swimmers, bright yellow shirts, and these funny little caps. It resembled a
scene out of Baywatch, and from the sidelines, they seemed untouchable and unattainable. But there was more to this than my perceived arrogance that it was all about
appearances. Surf life-saving at the heart of it is about preparation, protection and prevention. It struck me that I was a single gal, wanting to be fit and who needed to make friends.
As I pondered how I would go about getting involved, but I remember thinking to myself – where are all the women? My neighbour introduced himself one day and grilled me on my
background. He was a member of North Bondi Surf Club and ascertained that I was a paddler from another sport. He immediately recruited me announcing the surf club was looking
for a candidate for the newly formed first female boat crew of "boatie's."
The team was Cathy Bellenger (stroke), Kathy Fossati (second stroke), myself (second bow), and Kate Scott (bow). A team of Katherine’s and legendary sweep Paul “Wingnuts”
Cunningham. Almost immediately I started training in the gym with the other competitors and signed up to the next bronze course, which at this stage was months away. The bronze
course finally rolled around and the first person I met was Marita Whitfield. Marita was QLD Board Champion with Yeppoon SLSC and was part of the 75 celebration of SLC at
Kurrawa Beach as a 12 year old, she was one of Australia’s first iron women. Her love of love of SLC brought her to North Bondi in 1999 and, like me she didn’t know many people.
We become fast friends, a sister among strangers. It was October 1999. I don’t remember the details, but over the next 12 months our group of two expended quickly to fourteen.
Some ladies had joined the club the year after us, a couple had been in the Club for a few years before. We continued our ongoing education and became the bronzed, fit life-saver
archetype wearing NBSLC red swimsuits ala Baywatch on one of Australia’s most iconic and busiest beaches. We hung out with Premiers, future Prime Ministers, Hugh Jackman and
other celebrities who were all members. Life was peachy. The following year in 2000 Marita suggested a Christmas luncheon to celebrate our new friendship and achievements, and
a new tradition was born. Given most of us were orphans at Christmas, we would celebrate together over a beautiful meal, exchange Kris Kringle gifts and have fun. All but two are
not from Sydney, country girls with no roots, no family, and no safety net in Sydney. With these women, there was a sense of belonging, a sense of family. I wanted to be around
intelligence, around humour, around beauty, without feeling deficient. It was too easy around confident females to not feel enough. It wasn’t like that, we cheered each other on and
lifted each other up. We attended events together -competitions, the annual balls, the annual ski trips, we compete in the Sunday swim races, performed at annual roof shows (the
first ever female contribution), ran iconic events and attended Sunday drinks from 4pm. Our social and personal lives were blossoming, our qualification’s and contributions to the
cause accumulating. We confided in each other, whispered about strained family relationships, what scared us and moved us. We gave each other confidence. Go talk to him. Rock
that top. You will get that job. Don’t trust him. I will be the designated driver today and your wing woman.
It’s hard to fathom that this year marks the 20th year since that first lunch in December 2000, marking over 20 years of friendship. Which brings me back to this group of women
whose achievements and contributions to the sport over this time are impressive to say the least. Between us we have 19 Bronze Medallions, 10 Silver Medallions and 2 Gold
Medallions, Louise Youngman and Becci Gardiner being the first women at the Club to obtain their Gold Medallion in 2003. We have clocked up over 120 years of patrols as active
members, including many years as Patrol Captains, Jennie Goff reaching Instructor, and Kate Scott and Jenny Bell Chief Instructor status between 1999 and 2005. In addition Kate
Scott was also the clubs first Youth Director and Waverly District SLSA Supervisor and Jenny Bell achieved 27 years as a member of the Club. Combined Kate Scott and myself
clocked up over 15 combined years as Surf Com Operators at NSW Branch level. Karen Stott and Louise Youngman contributed over 15 years on the Management team of North
Bondi Surf Club. Karen is still a member of the Board and Honourable Club Secretary today. Jennie Goff, Ilana Lander, Colette Dailey and I all trained as IRB crew, myself as a
driver. Kate Scott, Marita Whitfield and Courtney Bolin and I were surf boat rowers and Courtney Bolin, Jennie Goff and Jenny Bell were competitive beach sprinters. Becci Gardiner
was a champion board and ski paddler. Over the years together we have conducted thousands of preventative actions and first aid treatments, searched for hundreds of missing
children, performed hundreds of rescues, one major, and conducted multiple resuscitations, one sadly unsuccessful.
We’ve experienced life’s major events together - engagements, weddings, births, deaths, divorces, cancer, IVF and more. Cementing their local connections forever, Colette Dailey
from the UK marrying a North Bondi Surf Club IRB driver, Louise Youngman from Tasmania marrying a Bondi Surf Club IRB driver and Alison Cotter from Tasmania marrying the
North Bondi Surf Club President. We now range in age from 40 to 55 and enjoy successful careers as lawyers, doctors, dentists, scientists, marketers, an engineer, accountants, real
estate agents, HR managers and more. Between us we have 20 children, some are current members of other surf clubs in Australia including Newport, Queenscliff, Canberra/Brulee,
North Cliff and North Bondi. Jennie Goff, Louise Youngman and I all patrolled on the beach whilst pregnant 15 years ago, and are still involved in Nippers.
Whilst we are spread across multiple time zones living in London, Manchester, New York, Amsterdam, Auckland, Brisbane, Gold Coast, Melbourne, Port Macquarie, and Canberra,
we return to North Bondi each year like a homing pigeon to reunite and celebrate our lifelong friendship. We tell stories and relive the times when we were young, competitive and
new to surf life-saving. Female friendships possess a certain tension – part aspirational, part comforting, part competitive, part sibling – that can overwhelm. Maybe they become a
rehearsal of motherhood before women become mothers. Women are, after all, naturally protective of their own, at times too protective. We are friends of a kind I’ve haven’t seen
before, a symbiosis amongst a pool of vastly different backgrounds, from all over the world. Whilst we are busy getting on with our lives, we have never wavered from protecting each
other from loneliness, and what life throws our way, ensuring we each had a place to belong. We had each other’s backs, and in many ways, we saved each other. Volunteering is
part of the fabric that binds community together, and this group of women are bound for life by this experience. To all strong, supportive, brave women who lead the way - this is your
story too.
Marita, Courtney, Kate, Jenny, Karen, Jennie, Bethanie, Louise, Collette, Emma, Mandy, Nish, Mel, Anita, Ilana, Becky, Ute, Mary-Anne and Alison, I look forward to continuing the
North Bondi tradition for another 20 years.

Sarah Davis – Club All Rounder, Champion Paddler, Leader and Role Model
On 21 April 2019 long service member Sarah Davis, completed the first female led expedition down the Nile River, one of the world’s longest and most dangerous rivers. Commencing in September 2018, Sarah’s
journey involved over 1000 km of rafting and 3000 of kayaking through Rwanda, Tanzania, Uganda, Sudan and Egypt. Along the way she faced immense personal dangers including a hippo attack, being arrested and
detained by military police in Burundi, as well as unexpected and life-threatening river rapids in Tanzania.
A risk manager by trade and competitive ski paddler, Sarah took on the expedition in her search for a life less ordinary, for personal fulfilment and for the challenge. It was also Sarah’s goal to spark the imagination of
women and girls to dream big, get out of their comfort zones and go on adventures of their own.
This year in 2020, Sarah is currently paddling the Murray River as part of her ongoing project to paddle source to sea on rivers in each continent and to bring attention to local issues including the environment and
community welfare – whilst at the same time modelling principles of discipline, resilience, personal growth and adventure.
Check out her latest journey down the Murray River on Instagram - @sarahpaddles
Sarah came to surf lifesaving as an adult “Pommie” living in Australia. She joined the North Bondi SLSC in September 2007, getting her Bronze Medallion a few months later and quickly became involved in all aspects
of club life from education to competition.
As soon as she became a lifesaver she started helping others learn, becoming a trainer herself (Bronze, SRC and ARTC) and was recognised in 2009 as the Most Outstanding Member of the Education Team. Sarah was
the assistant to the Head of Education training squads, helping with proficiencies and coordinating all the further awards for the club, as well as all the work required for the Club annual award nights.
Sarah quickly became a Patrol Vice Captain and then Club Vice Captain taking her organisation skills to management of the lifesaving team.
From early on Sarah immersed herself in all of the opportunities and challenges offered by the sporting side of surf lifesaving. She competed for the club in Masters competition, learning to paddle the surf ski and
mastering that so successfully that she was able to compete at an elite level at all manner of major surf ski events over many years. These have included competition at State and Aussie SLSC titles, the Coolangatta
Gold, Ocean Racing World Championships, Molokai and the World Masters Games - winning many medals along the way.
Sarah was recognised in 2010 with the highest Club award- the Patrons Award for the Most Outstanding Club Member.
After patrolling nearly 500 hours over 10 years, Sarah is now a long service member of the club. In 2018 she turned her ski paddling skills and energy to the aforementioned world-class challenge: to be the first person
to paddle the Nile River in Africa, from source to the ocean.
Sarah established her website as www.PaddleTheNile.com and documented her adventures on the Nile through regular newsletters and social media posts.
Sarah is an incredible inspiration and role model and a credit to North Bondi and the surf lifesaving movement. We are pleased to announce that the Club has nominated Sarah for an Award under the “Sport Her Way
– Champion” category, by the NSW Government Office of Sport. The results will be announced this month and we eagerly await the outcome

BEN DALEY - "THE CREATIVE CLUBBIE“
Ben has been a member of the club since he was able to start Nippers in the Under 6’s - approximately 26 years ago. His Dad Tim, started helping out as a gear steward,
back when that meant carrying all the boards down from the upstairs Nippers room. Ben went on to say “Somehow his Dad made the transition to El Presidenté of Nippers
and stayed in the role for over 10 years!” Therefore, Sunday mornings meant early morning bread roll pick ups, beach safety meetings, carrying gear (he didn't quite manage
to escape that) and wrangling the lot of them into some kind of rough order. As you might guess, this left very little room for discussing the optional nature of Nippers – but
Ben didn't regret a moment of it. His Mum (Kate) and Dad both did water safety as well, and mum only hung up her rescue tube once the last of his sisters “graduated". Ben
felt very lucky to live locally - the beach was a regular weekend family outing – sunburn, surfboards (quickly retired) and sandy car floors. He has memories of being down in
the kids corner, circa age 4 with a friend, where they were karate chopping the waves to keep them back from shore - the beginnings of his lifesaving journey!
Ben did a bit of competing back in Nippers, with limited success, but now apparently he’s (almost?) eligible for Masters? Maybe he’ll give it another crack? “Mind you, I've
seen plenty of "Masters" beat the Opens over the years, so maybe not…"
Ben’s volunteering, aside from keeping the beach safe, is mainly lending a hand and whatever Jimmy points his tongs at, he’ll do!
Working in Creative and Brand Strategy for a little outfit that works with partners who aim to have a net positive effect on the world, has been a positive experience for Ben but like most people, he has no idea what he really wants to do long term! “My work doesn’t really help me with my lifesaving skills, but lifesaving has taught me the soft
skills that definitely lend themselves to life in general.”
“The people, are the best thing about North Bondi SLSC. It’s very reassuring seeing the same faces always around – often still in the same places! There's a sense of
community you don't really see outside of club environments. Even if you don't know someone, suddenly you're on patrol with them for three hours and you're solving the
world's (or Bondi's) problems.”
Ben’s proudest moment was in the Nippers, when he won the age group championship. Probably doesn’t compare to the competition these days, but it was fun back then,
and the trophies seemed way bigger than they do now!
For relaxation, Ben doesn’t consider himself as a hobby person. He swims, binge watches trashy Netflix shows, cooks (and eats), and drinks "occasionally" and "in
moderation". (Mum gets this newsletter!) Relaxation time is just about doing whatever I feel like, not replacing work with another "forced fun" commitment.
Life is good!

Kenneth Eastment - A Man for All Clubs“
Also known as “Sawn Off” - Ken gained this title as he was the 2nd smallest kid in a school of 1200 pupils in Lismore.
Ken has been around the beach most of his life - growing up in Coraki with the closest beach being Evans Head. His family would spend 6 weeks every Christmas in a tent at Evans Head and do all the fun stuff that
was on offer at the beach back then. Ironically, Ken’s favourite sport in Coraki, was Cricket during summer time - and he was a pretty good bowler.
His move to Sydney was to do National Service in 1954 for two years at Ingleburn. He decided to do this, as his father fought in the trenches on the Western Front in WWI at the age of 22 and was wounded in 1918,
which luckily enabled him to return home.
After his 2 years of service, Ken moved to Bondi in 1957 and in the Winter of 1958, he joined North Bondi SLSC doing beach drills and Marching. Unfortunately this only lasted for a short time, as he could see people
losing interest and it was inevitable that is was going to break up.
Ken then moved to Tamarama SLSC at the end of 1958, where he spent most of the time, gaining his Bronze Medallion. His time at Tama was mainly patrolling as he never competed during his time there. Ken is still a
member of Tama and has been, for over 60 plus years - true loyalty.
Ken would walk the Beach at Bondi and then he joined the early morning swimmers from Bondi SLSC. Around the mid 1970’s he decided to join Bondi SLSC, where he completed his Advanced Resuscitation
Certificate. Ken was then invited to join the Bondi SLSC Executive Committee and worked on this Committee for 2 years, which he found very rewarding, as he already had so much experience from Tama. He was
now a member of both Tama and Bondi SLSC’s.
Editor’s Note: there’s a fourth Club where Kenny has been a permanent fixture for many years: the mighty Icebergs, where he is a Past President. After hitting the wall at the end of your heat he’d be a timekeeper
standing above you to announce the winners of each heat, telling anyone asking him who didn’t get a place: “You got wet”. Can’t argue with that...
It’s been over 15 years, since Ken joined North Bondi SLSC, he moved over with one of his Bondi swimming mates called Sunshine Bill. Ken was 70 years old at this stage and now a member of 3 clubs! He got really
interested in the Coffee Club and just loved the camaraderie of the men as they told their stories, some, where the truth was a little stretched, “but no-one cares, it’s all in good fun”, he says. Ken has never looked
back since joining the Coffee Club and to this day you can still find Ken setting up the furniture and getting the cups ready for kick off time with the boys! Tony and Boofa have even given him the title of “Neptune” either because he loves swimming or he’s the King of the Coffee Club!! There would be a battle for that title!
Ken’s memories of the 3 Surf Clubs he has been a member of, are too many to write, but they have certainly all been wonderful times for him. His favourite memory was the Saturday arvo beach football played by all
the Sydney Surf Clubs. He was in Tama then, and one stand out memory was playing against Bronte when Johnny Raper was a member. Ken wanted to stress “This was not touch footy, it was the real deal - it was full
contact footy - bloody oath it was hard!” Another memory is as a Coffee Club member - “the office would get the Coffee Club to do the mail outs (this was before emails), putting individual letters in envelopes so
they could be sent out to members - those were the days”!
Ken married the lovely Gillian in 1968 and has 3 kids - Katrina, Lincoln and Lucas and also now has 4 grandchildren - Elijah, Lilliana, Abigail and William. He still lives in Bondi and has been in the same house for 48
years. In the front room of his house, he has a beautiful full size grand piano, that his wife Gillian used to play every day. Unfortunately, Ken learnt piano for 5 years and doesn’t play now, but he can still read music!
He considers himself to be a very lucky man to this day, and all who know the health challenges Ken has been facing over the years.
Go to the Coffee Club and you will find Ken who is always cheery and up for a chat, and he certainly knows his stuff! He looks forward to his mornings at the Coffee Club, which was unfortunate when the Club has
been closed, due to COVID-19. “They are great fellas, everyone is welcome and the friendships come from all walks of life - real characters”.
“Ready Aye Ready and Carry on”.

Danny Ekins - Finance Director NBSLSC - “The Man who handles the Purse Strings”
Danny did his Bronze Medallion and started Surf Life Saving in Adelaide in the late 1970’s. He joined North Bondi in about 2005 when his three kids started going through
Nippers. Danny has always loved the water. He always try to wear his goggles when out in the surf, whether catching waves or just having a casual swim, so he can see the
fish and the ocean floor.
Danny has competed in the Masters Competitions over the last 4 years - competing in individual swim and swim legs in multi discipline events at Branch, State and Aussie
carnivals, and more recently he has added ski paddling. This year he aims to finish his ski legs, in the same water zone that he started! Danny is more of a placeholder than
a place getter and he considers it a thrill and an honour to be in the same body of water, heading in roughly the same direction, with so many surf legends. Danny
normally beats Club President Andrew Christopher to the first can in the over 50’s swims. He puts this down to having slightly longer legs and a much better duck diving
technique. After the first can, for the swim along the string, he needs to ease off the pace a bit and so he can revert to looking for fish. At the home-turning can, he picks
up the pace and always remains hopeful of catching that freak wave that torpedoes him past enough of the field to secure a respectable top half finish. If Thierry Forrest is
behind him on the finish line, then he counts it as his second win of the event. Danny is keen to do Masters again this year!
His main volunteer role at the club is that of Finance Director on the Board of Management. As if that weren’t enough, you may also see Danny volunteering in all sorts of
jobs around the club, like driving the bus/trailer, water safety and helping on the barbecue. (Thanks Danny!)
As Finance Director Danny’s role involves oversight of revenues and expense management, providing financial transparency to the board and members, long term financial
planning and maintaining appropriate procedures. This is Danny’s first year in the Finance Director role is a new one, so he’s spent a lot of time getting on top of things,
edging forward the Club’s processes, and focusing on its financial strategy. There is a monthly board meeting, so everyone is kept up-to-date at these meetings, from a
finance perspective.
Danny doesn’t like to count the number of hours he contributes to the club as he is conscious of the fact that many people have given a lot more over the years. It is no
secret that he got the BOM gig on the hope that if he put in half as much time as Tina, his wife, he should be a useful addition. For every hour he has given to the Club, Tina
and each of her cohorts has given multiple times that amount!
As a semi-retired fund manager, Danny does a bit of executive education and graduate programs and that seems to keep him out of trouble for the time being!
He really enjoys passing on his knowledge, in the hope that it will help others. He has an interest in Governance and is looking to pick up more work in the Fund’s
Management/Governance space. Danny firmly believes his experience as an investor reviewing company financials, helps with his Finance Director role and is a win-win
for everyone.
Danny has always thought that North Bondi SLSC is a great place for his kids and whole families to be actively engaged. Enabling people from a broad cross section of the
local community beyond typical work and school communities to come together - that’s special. Without a doubt his proudest moments at the club, has been witnessing
his kids competitive determination and good sportsmanship in all their events. Also, for him - nearly holding out Eloise Starr and Jane Cichero in the across the bay
swim. “Oh, and I won a chook once, for a place in the Xmas swim.”
Relaxing for Danny is a swim at the beach with his goggles on, so that he can count the fish, see the ocean floor, the fish and other sea life. Now that’s living!

William Forward - "Northside Bill“

With Kenny Eastment (L) and Bill (R)

Bill with his family on yet another cake day

Bill was born and bred in Paddo near the Royal Hotel. His parents were also born in Paddo - they were a combination of Irish and a bit of Jewish. His Grandfather Isaac Forward
- was Jewish and he had a boxing gym in the 'Loo(Woolloomooloo). Having a name like Forward, Bill was called “Backward” at school - he was also short - so he had to learn
how to box! He also stuttered until 11 years old, but they put that down to the fact that “the old man was serving during WWII and I missed him - they were right as the
stuttering stopped as soon as the old man returned!” Bill's Father never actually got to serve overseas as his Father had an enlarged heart as a kid. He tried to join 3 times and
they kept knocking him back. The main reason he kept trying was that his Brother, Bill’s Uncle, was interned in Singapore and his Father was trying to find his Brother. Bill’s
Father still served and was stationed at Fort Scratchley in Newcastle and whilst on duty, to pass the time, he used to take pot shots at the sharks at Nobby’s Beach. Now that’s
something to think about in 2020! Bill loved the beach and was a reasonable swimmer having had several years at North Bondi SLSC and then as a cadet, which he loved during
the days of the old Club. This was back in the days of Kate Leigh <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kate_Leigh> and Tilly Devine <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tilly_Devine> he’ll always remember these days! Bill then moved to the Northside and completed his Bronze Medallion at Warriewood Surf Club in 1957 and stayed with the club for 5 years.
He did active patrols, but back then they never ever had rescue boards: Malibu boards were the go. Bill being a swimmer, never really felt comfortable on the Malibus, so he
was very active in the water. He was a PC at Warriewood, also competed in the March Past and the R & R. Eventually Bill went back to North Bondi. He saw (The Late) John
"Pud" Reagan and he said he wanted to join the Club again. Pud said "let’s go for a walk along the Prom" and they caught up with (The Late) Freddie Mayer and that’s how he
got back to the NBSLSC in 1974 as Reserve Active. Freddie was a tall man (maybe 7ft) and lived across the road from the Club - when he unfortunately passed away, left his
timber locker to Bill and it was full of two bob coins, which were all glued to the bottom of the locker. Plus as he was so tall, his locker was at the top of all the others and Bill
had to get a chair to access it! “There was no better experience than going to the beach at North Bondi. I remember being sprayed with this stuff by Alan Davidson the Beach
Inspector, and he sprayed this stuff over everyone so we’d get burnt and peel! Could you imagine that now? The stuff didn’t smell good and went in your eyes and stung! I
also remember hiring the surf-o-planes and there was a fellow who used to get paid 6 pence for bringing you in, when your time was up. Bill would always put his hand up to
help around the club especially if it was to do with fundraising. He is also Jimmy BBQ’s “Left hand man” on Sundays and for any special days where Jimmy needs assistance.
"We’re a great team and I look forward to working with the “Dream Team” and Nipper parents this season.“ Bill is still a dual member of Freshwater SLSC to this day. A great
part of history at Freshwater Surf Club, was when Duke Kahanamoku <https://www.freshwaterslsc.com/our-history> was invited to come over in 1914 and rode his surf board.
This had to be a legendary day and 6 years later a women Isabel Letham rode a similar surf board and is one of Australia’s first female surfboard riders. There is a bronze
statue at Freshie to commemorate the Duke on the point. "North Bondi has been pretty close to Freshie over the years, which makes it even more special for me.” Bill was an
apprentice journalist at the Daily Telegraph and later joined the Herald but finished his career there, as he didn’t want to move to Chullora. Bill and his wife then bought a
cleaning business. "My wife still does cleaning for Doctors' surgeries as she has a bit of a reputation for being thorough. I don’t do any cleaning these days, but I still like to
carry my keys, as everyone knows it’s me, when they hear the jingle of the keys!” “If I didn't have my mornings at the Coffee Club at NBSLC I would be seriously missing
something in my life. My mates at NBSLC give me a reason to get up in the morning. Kenny Eastment and I share many mornings together as we get there very early. My
mate Kenny has been in Hospital for 2 weeks, and the boys and I are thinking of you Kenny and we all send our regards. There are many mates but you’ll always see Jimmy
Power (the Bronte boy), Tony Hamilton (The Eyes), Boofa, Jimmy BBQ (and his lovely wife Mary - two great people). We just put S—-t on each other, and if you don't like it,
don't come - what you see is what you get and no-one is trying to be mean - it's just fun. Everyone gets a cake for each other's birthday and has a few stories. The Coffee Club
kick starts our day. Of course we have the ladies floating past the Coffee Club which really makes our day, plus the Mums and babies, who we love to watch. One of my
fondest memories was when we had to vacate the old Clubhouse for the rebuild and moved the Coffee Club to the grass. Pud was around then, and we put all the chairs out,
and had to make our coffee in the little demountable shed. The Coffee Club was able to continue as it always has - well done boys! I really liked the old Clubhouse myself and
miss it to a degree. Loved the 2 bob in the slot to have a hot shower and you had to be quick before the money ran out! I certainly miss the older members like Old Charlie
(Christensen) who looked after the VIP's when they came to NBSLSC. There were so many colourful characters and too many wonderful stories. We are so lucky, as we have
so many old memories to live on and it’s wonderful to be able to relay some of them. It goes without saying that the camaraderie is incredible - being able to go somewhere
and spill your insides and say - now I feel better. One of the best things that happened to all the Surf Clubs including North Bondi is allowing women to join. Surf Clubs were
always a Men’s club and thank goodness the ladies came in, and boy, they made a huge difference! The girls are every bit as good in the surf as the men - actually damn good!
It got to the stage that we just didn’t have enough members with the men and when the women became members, they took up the slack. They are a lot better to look at as
well - now I know why I’m still a member! To all the North Bondi Female Members, big congratulations on your 40th Anniversary of being members of the Surf Life Saving
movement - you are all an absolute credit!”

James “Jimmy” Fotopoulos – the BBQ King
Jimmy “aka BBQ” Fotopoulos arrived in Australia on the 1st April 1956, (April Fool's Day). But Jimmy says: “I wasn’t a fool! The best thing I ever did was to get on that boat and travel for a month to Sydney”.
Jimmy was born in Tripoli in the beautiful Peloponnese Region south of Athens. He met his lovely wife Mary in 1955 in Greece, before leaving for Australia. As fate would have it, he saw her again when he was looking
for his friend Angelo in Marrickville one year later, and Mary opened the door. They were married on the 3rd November, 1957 at the Holy Trinity Church on Bourke Street in Surry Hills.
“A lot of water has gone under the bridge since then - some rough, some smooth, some choppy - but we’ve been together for 62 years and I can honestly say - my wife is a legend and it’s the best partnership I have ever
entered into. The added bonus was my two boys Sotirios (born 1962- Auto Electrician) and Elias (1966 - Designer). Both were NBSLSC Nippers and the Age Manager was (The Late) Charlie Christensen for my youngest
son - unfortunately he expired after 90 years - you don’t die, you just expire”
Jimmy and Mary bought the North Bondi Milk Bar at the bus terminus in 1962, moving from Surry Hills and lived in a single rented room in an apartment with their new born son near the shop. 3 years later they bought
a house in North Bondi just in time for the arrival of son #2. Jim and Mary worked 7 days a week – as they had since their arrival In Australia and they were renowned in Sydney for their milkshakes - the runner up being
Parthenon Milk Bar in Newcastle - but Jimmy’s were the best milkshakes ever! As there were only boys in the Surf Clubs at this stage, the boys would come up and have milk shakes and then bring their girl friends or
friends too. Sorry if you were born after 1974, you missed out!
If there is one thing Jimmy knows about it is “Service” - Service to his customers, service to North Bondi SLSC and service to his community. "We had terrific customers and they were so supportive of us, so we would be
supportive of them, whenever and wherever we could.“ “My wife Mary and I would sell tickets for the Housie Housie (Bingo) at the Surf Club and Amin Stolzenburg used to donate prizes as did I from the shop.
Eventually the Club asked me to become a member and I joined the Club in 1965 at the age of 29 years as an Honorary Member. We formed a running group and ran most mornings at 5am on the concrete to Bronte, up
the stairs at Tamarama and back to North Bondi. We weren't just some “knock about” group - we were really, really fit! Other runners in the group were David Eisenberg, Ron Rosenberg (one of the benches has been
nominated for him), George Daldry (Best trainer in Bondi) and Maurie Feign who invited the Hash House Harriers to run with us on Tuesday and Thursday. This used to drive Mary crazy, as she had to do everything
else.” Jimmy didn't compete for the Club, as he didn't want to waste the lifesavers' time, as he reckons they would have had to rescue him. He loved the beach - “it has become our home. Mary walks from Bondi to
Clovelly and back every morning - she’s a young spring chicken! She is a major legend, the quiet achiever, the indomitable spirit of our family. If anyone, wanted a hand with anything, Mary would be there - she’s a very
special person - she has to put up with me!” “Volunteering is the right thing to do, no matter who you are, where you live and who you are volunteering for - I don't want any thanks - it’s the right thing to do as a good
person. There is a Greek saying - the right hand washes the left hand and both together, they wash the face.” “Camaraderie is what I like most about North Bondi SLSC - we constantly knock each other like crazy - hey
what’s your nickname - I can see why you got that! We all laugh a lot and tell stories and most importantly we are there for each other - always!” "(The Late) John “Pud” Reagan, The Father of the Club, started the BBQ
in 1999 with Ron Hiscoe, Timmy Garrett, Charlie Mathews and Jimmy. If there was anything that needed to be done for the Club, Pud would be in it and particularly if it was to do with fundraising. "Pud was my best
friend at the Club, if I ever had any problems, he would sit me down and talk to me and make things right. He was my beacon, my philosopher and he wasn’t Greek! John( Pud) to the world, may have been a man, but to
me, he was my world. I miss him every day, but when I expire, I’m sure we will meet again.”
Today, Jimmy BBQ’s Dream Team (otherwise known as the North Bondi 9) are his heart and soul - without their consistent help - there would be no Sunday BBQ’s during the Nipper Season. So a big thank you to Bill
Forward (aka Northside) - Jimmy's left hand, Steve Haritos - Jimmy's right hand, Adam Hughes, Tony Dowling, Debbie Jones, Lizzie & Robbie Dickson, Helen Johnston (Boofa’s Wife) and Robert (Barney) King the Cashier.
Also Robbie Mayer donates all the sauces and bread rolls (continuing on from his father, Fred Mayer and their wholesale business - Mayer Imports) and Luke Harris of Harris Farm who donate all the sausages, bacon and
eggs.
"We pride ourselves on quality, clean equipment and great service! The kick off on Sunday is 5am and the Dream Team go into action - they know where all the equipment is and set everything up. Then, they’d go off
and do their exercises, have breakfast and come back in case they are needed. Have to thank the Nipper Parents who consistently help out on BBQ as well. Without everyone “the book wouldn't have a spine.”
“I am a lucky man as I have so many great memories and proud moments at North Bondi SLSC from so many people…..Tony Hamilton and Grant McMah were so supportive of me, when we had the shop and are still
supportive to this day. "Just before ANZAC day, I would ring up Macca on ABC Radio Sundays - to say that NBSLSC’s ANZAC BBQ is in aid of East Sydney Veteran Centre Bondi Junction - returned Soldiers with PTSD - and
Macca would say “is that Jimmy BBQ?!”. Kevin Joyce was driving to Darwin and said he heard Jimmy on the radio! "Once a year, we do a BBQ for Rose Bay College on their competition day and they just love it - they tell
me that they look forward to it every year! "One of my absolute favourite days is when they bring Aboriginal kids from all over Australia to North Bondi SLSC and the gorgeous photo above is of my little friend who asked
me if she could help - and I said "yes, you can give out the serviettes". "How many?" she asked and I replied: "1 if they are ok, 2 if you like them or 3 if they are special". After the BBQ, I then saw her collecting all the
cans and she went and cashed them in - now that’s a clever girl!” Father Chris Riley - Youth From the Streets - does a sleep out on the beach every year and Northside Bill has helped me every year, making a big effort as
he drives from Thornleigh, very early in the morning - we raised $250,000. I was even asked to take part in an inflight video for Qantas and Jet Star called “Bondi Forever” by the Father and Son team of Terry and Bill
Jenkins https://petebowes.com/2018/10/06/bondi-forever-the-documentary
“I think change is good, but back in the day we were a very close knit family at NBSLSC, which I just loved. Over the years, the Club has become much bigger and much more official, which I understand is essential, as a
Surf Club is now a business. There has also been so much change with the housing and the beach - no one can afford to live here anymore. One thing that hasn’t changed is that the boys might be rowdy, but if you need
someone to save you, then they are there. They are our angels and when they save you, you can say, I have met an angel today.”
“My biggest help on an ongoing basis is Grant McMah - together with Debbie Holland, Nish (the Caretaker), Melissa and Phil Suriano. I drive them crazy, as I need to get my stuff out. Monday morning I come down and
give Grant the list of what we need and he gets it done. I have to organise everything on Thursday and Friday as we can’t look around for things for the BBQ on Sunday morning.”
“My life changed when I was welcomed into North Bondi SLSC in 1965 as an honorary member - thank you NBSLSC, you don’t know how much this has meant to me.”

Michael (Mick) Gray - "A Proud 65 Year Member of North Bondi SLSC"
(Story by Cate Paterson)
Spoke to Mick over the phone on a brisk 7 degree day in Buninyong, near Ballarat, Victoria, where he lives with his lovely wife Rhonda. Even
though Mick lives in Victoria now, he still talks about some of the happiest memories of his life, being his days spent at NBSLSC. Thus he has
maintained his contact and continuous membership with the club, and is proud to be a 65 year member!
Born and bred in Bondi and encouraged by his Bondi Swimming Club mate Bill Glassington, he joined the NBSLSC in 1953 as a 14 year old cadet
and completed his Bronze Medallion in 1955. As a teenager, barely knowing his father, (due to WW II), together with his parents’ separation
when he was 10 years old - he appreciated the male guidance and influence of the Club’s senior members, many having also served in WW II.
Mick was an active member and competitor with the club until 1961, when he went overseas to work three summers with an Australian team
of professional lifesavers on the beaches of Jersey in the Channel Islands. During the winters he worked in Europe - one time as a dishwasher in
an exclusive Swiss ski resort, the other as a mink sorter’s assistant/labourer at a fur trading company in Copenhagen. The other seasons were
spent travelling ‘last class’ hitchhiking or in a VW Combi with a couple of other Australians around England and Europe - more great memories!
Returning to Australia at the end of 1963, he worked for two years as an oil company ‘Rep’ based at West Wyalong, where he met Rhonda and
subsequently married her in Sydney, while a student completing a full-time teacher training course in Sydney. At the completion of his course
he obtained work in remote Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory. During these four years he was also able to resume his active
involvement in competition and patrols with the Club and qualify as an Active Reserve member - now that’s dedication! Mick’s happiest
memories of the Club include the humour and mate-ship he experienced, the larrikins, the characters, the stories and the funny antics that
went on. Highlights included going to and from surf carnivals in the back of an open truck with the gear, winning the NSW State title as a
member of the Senior Rescue and Resuscitation Team and qualifying to compete in the 1958 Australian titles held in Perth - where the NBSLSC
won 4 Senior Australian titles. Mick always looked forward to the Christmas ‘roof turns’ - the great acts and awards, including the Galah Award
given to the person who’d done the stupidest thing through the year, and Les Sowter’s great performances as the MC. After Cyclone Tracy
destroyed Darwin in the Northern Territory, Mick and Rhonda decided to move to Buninyong to be near their daughter and grandsons, which is
where they are today. As Mick waits out the lock down, he works in the garden, which he enjoys, when the weather permits. He always makes
a point of keeping in touch with friends from the Club, Overseas and in Adelaide, but one of the highlights of his week is the Club’s Newsletter.
Mick fondly remembers the Veteran’s Reunion he came to at the Club two years ago, as it’s an opportunity to have a laugh and talk about the
good old times at NBSLSC - treasured memories and never to be forgotten.

Jonathan “Yoni” Golan
With a lifelong love of the beach and surf, Yoni attempted to join the club in 1998 but missed the swim cutoff by 5 seconds! When he finally
joined the club as a Nipper parent in 2014 he quickly fell in love with the place, undertaking his Bronze a year later. Yoni is a passionate
Lifesaver and is the Captain of Patrol 18, club Webmaster, U6 Boys and U10 Girls Nippers Age Manager, IRB Driver, Bronze Trainer
and JetSki Driver. Yoni likes to help wherever he can so you’ll often see him around the club doing odd jobs.
What Yoni loves the most about the club is the camaraderie and sense of purpose that comes with knowing you’re there to help people
when they find themselves in need. He has made some amazingly strong friendships through the club and hopes to one day patrol with
his 3 children.
Yoni's proudest moment was when his patrol rescued over 80 people in the course of 3 hours, for which the patrol was awarded Sydney
Branch Rescue Of The Month
Memorable Quote (from Raille): “Stop driving the boat so loudly”

Laurence "Scuba" Hall - 86 years young & "Always there for his mates" AKA - Scuba (he was a clearance diver for customs)
by Michelle Baker-Barden
Laurence joined North Bondi Surf Lifesaving Club and did his bronze in 1956, when Captain of Neilsen Park Lifesaving Club. He came over to
Neilsen Park when he was Beach Inspector for Illawarra Council and was asked to go to Camp Cove - but was warned of the unwanted visitors
(sharks) that come out of the river! Laurence has his 50 Year Medal and waiting on his 60 Year Medal from North Bondi SLSC!
Laurence was a very active member who loved his patrols. One day he had to rescue a lady at flat rock - incredibly the line on the reel ran
out, so they connected another one so he could save her. “Everyman and his dog” ran down and picked up the line and he and the woman
came in like an outboard motor - now that’s amazing! At the same time as the rescue, there was a shark alarm down the south-end - which
put everyone in a tizz!
He also did a lot of extra patrols which he loved, but he was always up in front of the committee for some indiscretions - he said with a laugh.
The Christmas parties were his favourite and Laurence tells the story of “Bentley” the Club Mascot who was a dog and he is now buried on
the left hand side of the Club. He did anything and everything that had to be done to get the show up and running, except getting on stage!
Laurence also had a very colourful life as he was in charge of Customs at Sydney Airport for 35 years. He had the great honour to have had a
very personal relationship with Sir Roden Cutler, which he will never forget. Sir Roden was a personal friend of his, and if he and Lady Cutler
were travelling - he would ask at the Airport “Is Scuba on this morning?” and Laurence would come down and meet him and escort him and
Lady Culter through. Laurence sat with Sir Roden Cutler for a number of hours, only four days before he passed away - and he misses him to
this day. Laurence also assisted Lady Jane Cutler - as she was a “meeter and greeter” of VIP’s for Qantas. Laurence would be the designated
Customs Officer to assist. Also, if anyone famous wanted to get through Immigration faster, all they had to do was yell out “Scuba! Telly
Savalas and Sean Connery and his wife are here for you!”.
Laurence was also a clearance diver for customs, just another one of his roles, where he checked out the bottom of ships. One night whilst
on duty, a sailor dropped a full can of beer overboard straight on to Laurence’s head as he surfaced from checking out the bottom of the ship luckily he was thirsty!
You’d think that this was enough activity for one man, but Laurence was also was in the Army Reserve as a Paratrooper for 10 years,
Commander Regiment and Demolition Squad under a CO - called Harry the Rat Catcher – you didn’t want to mess with him! Laurence was
requested do blow the bow off a sunken vessel at Salamander Bay as this was obstacle to other vessels. He did a reconnaissance (“recky”) on
it, and blew the bow right off it! The Captain who accompanied him said - “I have never been under water with someone who has gills - he
didn’t breathe when I was down there - never seen any bubbles”. His CO “Harry the Rat Catcher” was incredibly proud of what he had
accomplished.
Laurence still lives an active life in Engadine with his wife lovely wife Jill. He has 2 sons - Andrew and Sean - 2 daughters Meaghan and April
and 6 grandchildren Scott & Karly (Twins), Zahlia, Bella, Alexis, Lachlan and Anna. He says, “it’s all go in this family!”
A final word - “My membership of North Bondi Surf Club to me has always been - It’s not what the club has done for me - it’s what it has given
me - which is more than what I can ever repay”. This has been Laurence’s motto in life - he is happy to help people and receives great please
out of being recognised for being able to assist.

Ben Hawkins - long service member, GSOH and good Samaritan
Another “Pommie” member who joined our Club and decided never to leave, Ben arrived from UK in 1996. He described his first experience of our beaches fondly: “I
couldn't swim 50m, I got caught in a rip at South Maroubra soon after arriving....and thought if I didn't learn to swim, I could die out here!”.
Since that day when we nearly lost him, Ben has managed to redeem himself and then some. Here are some of his stats:
•

Bronze Medallion NBSLSC:1999

•

Patrol Captain 1999 on Christmas day - (until 2007)

•

Bronze instructor: 2000 - 2004

•

Branch Assessor 2003 - 2006

•

Finished patrolling in approximately 2012 – ie after achieving his 10 year long service as a patrolling member

•

Married to Alison Hawkins-Bond - who also has served the Club completing her 10 years long service same time as Ben.

Some of Ben’s more memorable (and hilarious) experiences as a Clubbie, told best in his own words, include:
“Christmas Day 1999: I was patrol captain. At 6pm, with approximately 30,000 “merry” people on the beach (you could drink alcohol on the beach then) but mostly
they were in the water, we had no choice but to remain on patrol. Later, with the sun setting, the Waverley lifeguards were getting more and more nervous about
finishing our shifts and leaving so many people in the water without surveillance. ...so to quell concerns, we had no choice but to get everyone out of the water.....by
activating the shark alarm. It was chaos. We had sprained ankles, “merry” but not anymore people in shock, and every road out of Bondi was gridlocked for hours.
On another occasion I whistled two people way outside the flags to come in. They refused. I kept on whistling. Eventually, they swam in...and out of the water a
towering Willie Mason, the huge NRL player. I said my thanks...and made a run for it....to tell everyone in the club that I just saw Willie Nelson on the beach.
I also recall Bob Carr, state premier of NSW at the time, arrive in the club, with blood pouring from his nose and mouth. He was mess. A North Bondi paddler had
kindly accommodated his request to have a paddle with him. The swell was up, and they got cleaned up, Mr Carr was rescued, brought to the clubhouse where he was
greeted by a laughing and very vocal coffee club who took great delight in giving him the most friendly sympathy and support....in a way only the coffee club knew
how.
One more: On one occasion, and only one. I beat (the Late, Great) Murray Rose in a swim race. In a B grade race. I came first. Murray second. When the results were
posted, I printed them off and framed them. I had beat an Olympic legend of swimming. (I didn't share that he was 30 years my elder and he gave me a 35 second
head start). Small facts the scheme of things….”
If you are friends with Ben on Facebook, you may have enjoyed when he featured his personal mission to swim in every ocean pool on the Sydney coastline. Or other
action shots of this self-titled “ultra marathon runner, ocean swimmer, mountaineer. And world class sock washer”. Thank you for your service Ben and for the laughs
– which continue at the Sunday Surf Race every week. Not only are you a clown, you’re also a bona fide Good Samaritan outside the Club, as exampled in this FB post
which we noticed a few months ago now. We are proud to have you as our member.

TALBOT HENRY - “Talbot definitely puts in”!
Talbot joined North Bondi in the 2006/2007 season when he first moved to Sydney following 4 years in London. He originally did his Bronze Medallion at Portsea SLSC in
Victoria and patrolled for 12 years down there. He has always loved the beach environment and this was the main reason he decided to move to Sydney and live in Bondi
Beach.
Competing in Open & Masters championships for North Bondi, Talbot’s first Australian Championships was in 1995 and I gather that 2020 will be his 17th time at Aussies.
He has achieved more success in Masters than in Opens and won his first Gold Medal with Scott Thomson (who he’d grown up idolising!) in the 35-39 Board Rescue in 2012. In
2014 he won the 35-39 Surf Race at Aussies in Perth. He has also represented North Bondi 10 times in the Stan Mac Swimming Relay – with a 7/3 win/loss record.
Talbot is currently the Masters Captain and Stan Mac Swimming Relay Captain. His strength is in swimming, but he tries to give everything a go – even beach running! Last year
he completed his first solo Coolangatta Gold (Short-Course) event. “I’ve just come back from the NSW Championships at Swansea-Belmont where I teamed up with Scott
Thomson & Jamie Verco to win the 150 Surf Teams and teamed up again with Scott plus with John Cahill to claim Silver in the 170 Taplin Relay. The Stan Mac Relay is on 29th
March this year and I’m hoping to squeeze back into the team. I missed last year’s race as my partner, Tika, went into labour that morning and little Oliver was born that day”!
Talbot was a patrol captain/vice-captain for 10 years at North Bondi and received his 25 years patrolling recognition from SLSA a couple of years ago. Since then, he’s stepped
back from patrols, but as previously mentioned has taken on the role of Masters Captain in addition to Stan Mac Swimming Captain.
“There are usually around 5 Masters Carnivals plus Branch, State & Aussies and North Bondi has a strong team of around 40 regular competitors. My role is helping to coordinate training & facilitate coming together to race, including the (sometimes controversial) selection of teams. I’ve also been taking “INs & OUTs” on Tuesday mornings for
about 7 years now. Although these sessions are open to everyone, the majority of swimmers are “Masters” age, usually because younger members are training with their pool
squads early in the mornings. We’ve had some great sessions this season & regularly have around 30 swimmers turn up. This summer (just finished) we even put on extra
sessions on Thursday mornings, which usually involved a trip to the South end of the beach to start the session & then we would work our way back. During the season I would
spend around 10 hours a week training & helping around the club. Aside from this I have performed about 10 rescues while patrolling for North Bondi. All were either at the
northern or southern outpost”.
Talbot works in a Business Development role in the Insurance sector at the US-company Verisk. He loves to keep challenging himself, so watch this space, as there is the
“dream role” coming soon! Amazingly Verisk donated US$1000 to help support NBSLC this season, which he was very proud of.
Talbot describes NBSLSC as “a great mix of people where everyone is able to contribute in their own way”.
The 2 proudest moments Talbot has had, being a member of NBSLSC are both competition related – “anchoring the Stan Mac team in 2013 that took back the title after it had
been in Bondi’s grasp for 3 years and being part of the North Bondi Masters team that won the State Championships (points core) in 2017”.
Talbot’s relaxation time is spent swimming, watching AFL (Carlton) and most definitely spending time with his family.
As a final comment and oh so true he said - “You get out what you put in”!

Fred Hogan - a member of NBSLSC for over 60 years
Fred joined the Club in 1956 but had to wait 1 year for the Club to find five more candidates so that the Bronze Medallion course could be run! This was then completed
in 1957.
Fred was an active member from 1957 to 1968 - serving 11 years as he reckons the Club didn’t count his first year! He was a Patrol Captain for the last 4 to 5 years. As a
Patrol Captain Fred was also an Honorary Beach Inspector in the 1960’s. He tells us that back in those days, a lot of our members were casual Beach Inspectors on the
weekends. In 1965 Fred crossed to Perth for the SLSA National Titles, driving in the dirt for a thousand miles; there was no road all the way back then! He drove to Perth
with Bill Glassington, Les O’Keeffe, and Mosley. They were in a convoy with Ron Snell and Brian Powell who were carrying the boats and all the gear. The North Bondi
Team won the surf paddle that year! Meanwhile, Fred and his team came competed in the March Past in 1965 and came fourth. Later in 1957, North Bondi team won
the Aussie’s March Past for the first time on behalf of our Club, in Perth. Fred still remains in contact with many members of NBSLSC - some long standing friendships
formed and he is still very close to Brian and Ron. He has travelled overseas with them and sees them regularly. He is a regular at the “Coffee Club”.
He lived in Bondi through teenager/adult life, got married in 1965 and then moved to Lane Cove in 1967 as he could not afford a house in Bondi. They had two children
(Nicolas now 45 years old and Sarah now 50 years old) who have since had children themselves (grandchildren are Sophia 10y, George 7y, Charlie 9y, Oscar 5y). In
1978 Fred moved back to Bondi after his divorce and after selling the Lane Cove house, and bought a unit on Bondi Rd.
Fred was Assistant Treasurer then Secretary of the Club for 4 years. Also during this time, Gary Shiels was President, Tony Hamilton was Treasurer, Grant McMah was
Club Captain and Charlie Matthews was Chief instructor. In that period Fred was responsible to get sponsors for the Club and the competition team. He landed Fosters
for the first Ironman at Bondi Beach in 1985 (copied from the Coolangatta Gold). Mike Gibson (“Gibbo”) from Channel 9 was the famous commentary live from the
beach, which Fred remembers well. Fred also obtained a sponsorship from the Egg Board ($50K - which was even more significant at that time). The Egg Board doesn’t
exist anymore but back in those days the eggs that used to be sold in Australia had to be registered with this corporation, they had their own laboratory, etc.
Fred was also performer and coordinator of the annual Christmas “Roof Show” concert at the Club for over 30 years. A lot of the sponsors came to see the show. As
those who remember it and those who only get to hear about it will know: the Christmas Roof Show show was epic: it started after the war and ran until about 2010’s.
In the 1980’s NBSLSC was one of the first Clubs to allow women to join in the active Surf Life Saving movement and Fred believes this was a great thing. “It also meant
the Club had ‘real’ women to perform in the Christmas Roof Show!” Well, you say that Fred, but a lot of the men seemed to greatly enjoy the cross-dressing opportunity
provided by the Roof Show and put a lot more effort into it than any “Sheila” usually does….
Moving on, Fred has seen many changes within the Club over the years – periods where the membership base dropped because people could not afford to live in Bondi
(such as when Fred had to move to Lane Cove). The Club has peaks and troughs and is currently at a high! Back when Fred joined the Club, it was hard to retain more
than 10% of the members over a few years. Everyone just used to move on.
One other memory is significant to Fred - 1988 for the Bicentennial year. He took a boat crew and raced down the Darling River (Craig Cunningham was Boat Captain),
with surf boats and camping on the river side. They started on a Friday and finished on a Sunday, rowing a total 50 or 60 miles but this was even longer with the river’s
twists and turns. And some very good news to finish on: Recently Fred got tested for COVID19 as he had a sore throat and he was pleased to receive a negative test
result in the last 2 weeks!

Matt Jager – IRB Man
Matt joined the Club in 2011. Having grown up on the Gold Coast, Matt was always on the beach, but he hadn’t considered the surf club. When he moved to Sydney
and wanted to meet new people, also get fit and be part of a community where he could contribute - and North Bondi SLSC was the answer.
Matt has thoroughly immersed himself in the core activities of our Club: Lifesaving. He spends a lot of his time patrolling as a Patrol Captain, whilst also dividing his time
as an IRB Driver and a winter IRB trainer and organizer of IRB working bees.
Matt’s “day job” is as a Sales Manager of a large sales team, where he coaches and leads people for a living. He believes this definitely translates to Surf Lifesaving and
his roles within the Club. But here’s one you may not have seen coming: when asked about his “dream job”, this seasoned ocean man replied that it would be to live in
Aspen and ski all season!
What Matt loves about NBSLSC is being surrounded by passionate people, feeling part of a community and being able to contribute time and effort for the greater
good. The proudest moments for Matt are watching the IRB driver and crew trainees having a great time in the boat and then passing the assessments!
Matt’s relaxation definitely is found at the Beach or on a boat (on Sydney Harbour, but also the IRB).
Matt loves being part of North Bondi SLSC - he loves helping the Club and community, and as a new father he is looking forward to being part of the nippers once his
son is old enough. Congratulations Matt – and thank you!

Bob “Boofa” Johnson
Joined the surf club in the season 1963/64. He was a junior in the Club surf boat team and won a Silver medal at the Aussie Titles. Bob continued rowing for 6-7 years. After
completing 10-year patrols, Bob was involved in organising the Easts Rough Water swims with wife Helen Johnson, (who was the first female Honorary Secretary of the Club from
1998 to 2000). Helen and Bob did a lot of fundraising for the Club, organising raffles to help fund the Aussie competition team and the final barbeque at Kurrawah at the end of the
Australian Titles. Bob has 2 sons, Brett and Sean, who have also come through the Club initially as Nippers and then as ski paddlers and rowers. They have also won Australian
bronze medals for the Club and are 10 year long service members. Their children will be Nippers in a few years. These days, Bob and his mates around the Club help out with the
Sunday Nippers sausage sizzles. They go up to Harris Farm and pick up all the produce required for the barbeque. You can see Bob just about every morning in the gym and then
sunning himself outside the Coffee Club and giving out free advice to anyone who just wants an answer in life! He also assists in random phone calls from functions to assist with
access and direction to clients. At the same time, Bob’s good wife Helen starts her day every morning with a 6am dip in the ocean.

Kevin Joyce - The Novocastrian “Good Soldier” is always ready for a laugh!
Loved by all for his generosity, big heart and good humour, Kevin, a Novocastrian war baby, has been a member of NBSLSC for 46 years. Kevin grew up in a happy family
with six siblings, a steel-miner dad and a third-generation Winn’s employee mum. Kevin learned his gift of the gab around the dining room table after dinner when each kid
was obliged to read out loud for an allotted two minutes. Fourteen-year-old Kevin joined the Redhead Surf Club and earned his Bronze Medallion in 1960. He was also a
regular 1st Grader NRL player for Central Newcastle (somewhere along the way his NRL loyalty shifted from the Knights to the Roosters). He left school after the
Intermediate Certificate and, moving to Sydney, embarking on a number of diverse and wide-ranging jobs: delivering chemist scripts around the city; selling sheep dip and
wetting agents; packing up brooms at the Queen Broom factory (“the last straw”); assembling light bulbs on the factory line at the Lamp works (“light work” ;-))); tending
Museum Train Station overnight; flogging Sunday newspapers on Saturday; selling vacuum cleaners door-to-door - a friendly Electrolux man to die for….

Kevin and Julie, keeping it real

Eventually, he found his footing at Rentokil where he worked for the next 10 years developing his expertise before leaving to establish his own business ‘Kevin Joyce,
Personal Pest Services’. Loving the interaction with his clients, he and his team eradicated nasties around Sydney for the next 40 years. Kevin joined NBSLSC in 1974. He did
ten full years of Patrol including eight as Captain. Memorable events include the day he was called on to resuscitate a passer-by who’d collapsed following a heart attack on
the track above the wading pool – assisted by then new Bronzie, Gaye Rosen. Tragically, despite best efforts of all concerned the man died. On a happier note, he recalls
the joy of being having Gaye Rosen - one of the first women at North Bondi to gain a Bronze - in his Patrol.
He also recalls being in the March Past for seven years competing in the Australian Titles. It all came to a sad end on the day he forgot to call ‘mark time’ at the crucial
moment. This second of uncharacteristic inattention - his only mistake in all those years - caused the marchers to walk into each other and fall forward domino-style ending
up in a graceless heap on the sand. His March Past career in tatters, Kevin was given the sack. Editor’s note: That was also a worthy contention for the “Galah Award” and
there are probably many others…
In 1975 he married Wendy, also a committed NBSLSC member. Both were involved in many committees essential to the functioning of the Club including four rebuilding
programs, multiple Rough Water swims and soft sand runs. Kevin salutes Gary Shiels, Jimmy Poulos and Tony Hamilton as very skilled, motivated and hardworking
administrators during this time. Following in the footsteps of Jim Poulos, Les Sowter and Michael Armstrong, Kevin became the main organiser of the famous annual Roof
Concert in 1976. Starting off in post-war 1945, the Roof Concert is part of NBSLSC folklore. Home-made props, original content and creative sound management continued
to make it an unmissable hilarious event every year. Back then, program and props were courtesy of Kevin. Vocal training and rehearsals were held at the Joyce Birrell
Street residence two months prior to the concerts. Wendy fed the troops. It was, reports Kevin, huge fun and character-building.

Kevin Joyce – Roof Show director, producer, benefactor, MC –
a rare shot without him in it! Other names withheld…

Wonderful memories…. He offers me two more:
The shambles of the first Cole Classic caused by difficulties registering swimmers’ times without electronics - no ankle bands in those days. Instead, a timekeeper and
gatekeeper were installed at the finish line. As each swimmer moved through the gate the timekeeper called out his or her time to the gatekeeper. The gatekeeper
scribbled the time on a ticket and pushed it into the wet hand of the swimmer. The swimmer proceeded to the registrar to hand over the ticket. Unfortunately, by the time
the registrar got the ticket it was an unreadable watery blur. Consequently, to general great displeasure, very few swimmers could register a completed time. ‘To love the
game beyond the prize…’ To this day, Kevin reminds Alan Colquhoun how Alan stuffed up the Roof Concert one year by thoughtlessly collapsing with a heart attack on the
roof in the middle of filming the entertainment, which came to an abrupt halt as patrol members and performers rushed to his aid. Ambos screamed in as did Fire and
Rescue who quickly assembled their cherry picker. This story has a happy ending. Alan survived and the Roof Concert picked up where it left off.
After Wendy died in 2009 Kevin was on his own until he found Julie Broadley, his lovely partner of ten years. Kevin says how lucky he is to have Julie share his life here in
Sydney and on their adventurous travels around Australia and abroad.
Kevin, a Life Member since 2000, sees himself as having been a “good soldier,” ready to step up and contribute to whatever the Club needed. In return, he loves what the
Club has given him - an integral part of everything he’s done in his life since he became a member. He believes that the rewards of being part of NBSLSC – the camaraderie,
the training, the volunteering – are qualities that you can’t get in any other organisation. Plus, it’s really something to be part of such a world-famous, Aussie-to-itsbootstraps club. Kevin continues on as a regular swimmer and Coffee Club devotee. He is also a proud member of The Coffee Club male choir that belts out the old
favourites under the shower (to the delight of the ladies in the other change room).

Kevin aka “The Tiger King”

Gunther Kitzler - "A Man who has Achieved so Much and stayed so Humble"
This Story needs to be told……
Gunther came to Australia from East Germany in 1961 when he was 25 years old (DOB 1936). Before leaving East Germany he was always looking at countries that would
be suitable, as he lived in the country side and wanted somewhere that was warm but on the coast. 1955 proved to be a massive problem as Gunther was constantly
being harassed by the Communists. He ruled out Canada (too cold), the USA was high on the list but he had to have a sponsor. He’d learnt that if he joined the USA
Army for 2 years, you automatically gained USA citizenship. Meanwhile a mate applied to emigrate to Australia with assisted passage (equivalent of “the 10 pound
Pom”) and luckily Gunther managed to get on the same migrant ship. The downside was that the journey was only supposed to take a several weeks but it took 3
months as they travelled from Italy with 450 passengers and picked up French Soldiers in Marseilles only to have a collision with a fishing trawler in South Hampton with
the ship needing repairs. They continued on through the French colonies, including Suez Canal to drop off the French soldiers, then onto Fremantle, Melbourne and
Sydney. Gunther got off in Melbourne - and was sent to Bonegilla Migrant Camp but after 10 days he wanted to start working. 1961 had high unemployment and his
trade as a fitter and turner was not available. All he could get was as a “Boy Friday” sweeping floors, getting lunch and coffee. He and a mate decided to sneak out one
night and hitch hike on the Hume Highway to Sydney.
They got a great ride from Goulburn to Sydney by a bloke who could only speak English and they could only speak German, but they seemed to work it out. The bloke
knew an Austrian family who were running a boarding house in Bondi (full board), but Gunther had only 2 pounds to his name. They said, “That’s fine, pay us when you
get a job.” Ironically, that afternoon, Gunther had an offer of 2 jobs: the Water Board and the Railway. Of course he took the Water Board! Gunther worked at the Water
Board for 1 year, and decided he needed to work in his trade as a Fitter and Turner. Not so easy, as in Germany to be qualified is 3 years in Australia it is 5 years, but
Gunther sat the test (dead easy) and his trade began in Australia.
Gunther married the lovely Mona and had 4 wonderful kids who joined the Nippers. Gunther became Nipper Captain and at that stage there were only 120 Nippers. You
didn’t need your Bronze back then, but Allan Pearson told him, “Why don’t you do your Bronze, son!” So of course, he did. Bobby Peterson was Patrol Captain (and an exMilitary man) and he trained David Reagan, John Einfeld and Gunther to get their Bronze Medallion. Bobby had the boys lined up, swinging heads to the right and left at
attention. Gunther recalls: “We were trained well, but it was different back then as we didn’t all the paraphernalia that surf clubs are lucky to have today. Bobby would
always take the Bronze Squad after training for a coffee - usually at the Golden Sheaf. I was asked to join the Club’s Management Committee as IRB Captain to take over
from Stuart Bailey, who got it up and running. I had to resign as Nipper Captain as I was wearing too many hats, but still held my role as Patrol Captain.
This opened up a whole new era for me as I had to train IRB drivers and Crew - some of my first trainees were Peter Agnew, George Shales and Darren Palmer.” - Some
legendary names in service to Surf Life Saving right there. The IRB team evolved and Gunther & his team set up our own IRB championships, which had to be in winter to
cope with the patrolling commitments for the IRB teams during summer. These competitions ended up becoming state wide, still during winter - very different to today.
“The other competition that I really enjoyed was the March Past with Tony Hamilton and all the boys, where we competed for 4-5 years had a break and then for a few
more years - probably 8 in total.
My whole family were very active members of North Bondi SLSC from my wife Mona, who was always behind the scenes with her girlfriends, to my 4 children - 2 boys, 2
girls who are now predominantly 50 + years old. The kids did very well at competition and are on the walls in the Surf Club, of which I am very proud. More importantly,
was that they became involved in the surf club movement than they won in competition and made many friends. It was surprising to me back then as the IRB Captain,
that it was really a full-time job - if I wasn’t training, competing, examining or rescuing, I was constantly fixing engines and patching boats in my shop. This had a lot to do
with the IRB being in its infancy, and now the IRB is crucial to SLSA and beaches being operational. Grant McMah can attest to this.
What I love most about the North Bondi SLSC is the camaraderie, the friends I have made and continued to stay in touch with. Without a doubt my proudest moment is
when I was made a Life Member of North Bondi SLSC in 1992, followed by a great celebration for 60th Birthday at the Club.
I’ve seen many changes over the years at North Bondi SLSC. When I was involved it was very basic and now surf clubs have everything and so they should, as the service
provided is crucial to the welfare of the community and their safety.
What I have always believed in is “What you put in is what you get out” with everything in life. Lots of people at North Bondi do so much for the club. It’s all about the
passion our members have - the members make the club, not the club makes the members”.

Marcel Kwantes – PC, IRB Driver and JetSki guru
Marcel joined the club in 2014, he had just moved out to Australia and his wife Siobhan O’Toole was already an infamous member at Bondi
Surf Club. So it seemed like a good idea to join Norths. …. Hahaha… in reality it was actually another redhead Bluey - (Steve Larnach)….
Bluey got him into the surf boat, however but the surf boat days were short lived due to an old back injury resurfacing. So he turned his
attention to motorised toys.
Marcel is patrol captain on patrol 11, an IRB driver and also runs the jet ski section spending hours making sure the ski is serviceable as well as
spending time out on the ocean on the ski.
What Marcel loves most about the club is the sense of belonging and that he has made some great friends. His funniest memory (in his
words!) was breaking his nose during bronze training - we still don’t know who let go of their board …and according to Siobhan, the nose job
didn’t fix his snoring.
Memorable quote: “Stop trying just do it.”

Steve “Bluey” Larnach - North Bondi is in his Blood!
Steve joined North Bondi Surf Club in 1979 - 41 years ago!
Steve is a “Bondi Boy” born and bred in Ramsgate Avenue - therefore, he has no other experience with any other environment other than
Bondi Beach.
Steve has competed in surf boats since 1980 and has won numerous Branch Championships, other carnival victories, plus an Aussie Silver
Medal. He currently competes in surf boats and has definite goals in sight to compete in 2020.
Currently, Steve serves as Assistant Treasurer, but previously has served on the NBSLSC Board for many years as Treasurer, Vice President,
Public Officer, Boat Captain but most importantly he has appeared in the “Roof Show Skits”, and is a Wally Weeks Donor. A very impressive
list indeed, which obviously has required many hours!
Steve loves his job as a “Modern Guru” and in his own words “I’m living the dream”! He believes that being a “Guru” has given him the
necessary humility for his volunteer roles at NBSLSC.
Asked the question “What do you love most about the NBSLSC? Surf Boats of course and the camaraderie that goes with it!” Steve’s
proudest moments as a member and a father, was when he was nominated as a Life Member and seeing his daughter row in an Aussie Final.
I’m not surprised to hear that what Steve likes to do to relax, is get in a surf boat with his mates and go for a nice long row!
I asked Steve if he had any last comments or one liners about being a member of North Bondi SLSC? “North Bondi is the greatest Surf Club in
the World on the greatest Beach in the World - Bondi”.

Alex "Lexi" Merkur - IRB Vice Captain
Growing up in the Blacktown and living an hour away from the beach was not Lexi's idea of fun. Being a natural
outdoorsman, Lex decided that if he volunteered to Patrol, he'd be forced to find a way of getting me to the beach
on a regular basis. The travel times to and from the beach were quite long, but definitely worth it for this budding
lifesaver! Becoming a lifesaver also allowed Lex to become part of an Aussie tradition and iconic club, all the while
helping others while doing so!
Lexi is an IRB Driver and Trainer, Bronze Trainer, Jet Ski Operator, Patrol 18 and IRB Team Vice Captain, Club
Electrician. Lexi's favourite things, which he absolutely loves about the club are the community and team aspects.
The club is a team effort from Jim walker's One Club motto, to Will Hauserman's Energy through to Nish being
everywhere and always willing to help. No one can do it on their own and for that Team based approach Lexi loves
the Club.
Winter training on IRB brings out some amazing situations. Lexi's most memorable moment was when he and Dan
Murphy punched through a wave on the IRB without a working engine! That was tough! But the best is having more
airtime on Bondi Rescue than Julian Peterson (and more time physically in the air on the IRB than anyone else in
recorded history)!

Debbie Midwinter
Another example of dedication, effort and long-term commitment to North Bondi and surf lifesaving. A pioneer being the first woman at North Bondi to receive the
National Service Medal, Debbie has been involved in many facets of the club from frontline line patrolling over 17 years to senior management and roles supporting
the administration of the organisation.
Debbie wasn’t quite sure what she was signing up for when a friend encouraged her to join up as a “Bronzie” at North Bondi back in October 2002. Now 17 years
later, she continues to contribute to lifesaving through patrolling, education and administration.
A few years after joining, Debbie became a Training Officer for Bronze/SRC and then Advanced Resuscitation Techniques Certificate (ARTC) and later became an
Assessor (BM, ARTC and Gold Medallion). Since then she has taught over 130 new lifesavers (130 Bronze Medallion and SRCs) as well teaching as several ARTC
courses and conducted numerous skills maintenance (proficiency) sessions and assessments. Debbie became the Assistant Education Director in 2007, before taking
on the Education Director for 2 stints of 2 years from 2008 to 2013. She then went on to be the joint Waverley District Education Director, sharing the role with Sam
Wilson (Bronte/NB member).
Debbie came back to the club board in 2015, taking on the roles of Head of Administration and Public Officer for 4 years and is currently the Assistant Secretary and
one of the club’s Member Protection Information Officers (MPIO).
Debbie has been recognised for her contributions with various accolades including Patrons Award for Most Outstanding Club Member and Sydney Branch Training
Officer of the Year (both in 2008-2009), Stan MacDonald Memorial Award Most Outstanding Club Official (2007-08 and 2009-10), Bob Peterson Memorial AwardMost Outstanding Member of Education Team (2005-06 and 2007-08). She was a key member of Patrol 12 which won the Frank McGuire Memorial Award Patrol of
the Year (2008-09 and 2011-12).
A pioneer, Debbie was the first woman at NBSLSC to receive the National Medal (awarded 14/09/2018) which recognises 15 years of diligent service by members of
approved organisations that protect life and property at some risk to their members.
Debbie sees her key achievements as steering the Education team when NBSLSC didn’t have a club house during the re-building, contributing to the successful
achievement of 2016 NSW Club of the Year, coming 4th in March Past at Aussies, initiating the Work Health and Safety (WHS) audits for the club, implementing the
Safeguarding Children and Young People Program and, on a personal level, mentoring and training some of the outstanding lifesavers and trainers at North Bondi .
“Aussie” Deb (“Pommie Deb” when sports is on) is proud to be a member of NB and it’s her family away from home. She is happiest when having a quiet beer
watching her team (ie England) win at any sport - although most often must just settle for the quiet beer!

Darren (Daz) Palmer - “35 years patrolling and no signs of slowing down”
Since joining the club in 1985, Daz has been continuously patrolling, teaching and IRB-ing! He competed for the club as a beach sprinter
(“somewhat unsuccessful” his words! no medal but enjoyed it), IRB competition at Aussies, 5 person R&R with Bob Peterson, and Patrol
Championships.
Daz has been teaching since 1985, when Charlie Mathews must have seen something and got him involved teaching with George Shales. He
went on to teach IRBs, Bronze and SRCs and continues to help with training to this day, with an upcoming squad of SRCS in the new year. He
was also an Advanced Resuscitation Certificate (ARC) trainer when it was cutting edge and just being introduced to Surf Life Saving.
He loves seeing the candidates he has trained learn new skills including teamwork, dealing with people of different ages and seeing how
their skills help them develop with their careers, family and life in the club.
What keeps him in the club - “is the good friendships, the time in the rubber duck, how its hard to leave a patrol without having a good
laugh, and also the fact that he lives across the road!”
His memorable quote “Shifter, Shifter. Move back. Move forward. Get off my foot!” Gunther Kitzler (in IRB competition).

Adam Pantle - “From Nipper to Nipper President”
Adam joined NBSLSC as a Nipper at the age of 5. His father was Gunter Kitzler’s doctor and he encouraged him to bring Adam down to join - that was in 1967. He
stayed with the club for a few years, and then returned when his daughter Jessica became a Nipper in 1997 and his son Tom joined not long after. This encouraged
Adam to do his Bronze Medallion in 2001 and both his children followed by completing their BM’s also. Adam completed many SLSA Awards - 2 Silver Medallions,
culminating with a Gold medallion not long after. He is a Long Service patrol member and served for 4 years as Nipper President and 4 years on the Board of
Management as Youth Director.
Ironically, Adam was a beach sprinter, he didn’t really like swimming, won Gold in several Nipper and Master’s events at Branch and his beach relay team at Aussies
won Gold, but were unfortunately disqualified. It wasn’t until many years on that swimming has become Adam’s passion. He’s even thinking of competing in Masters
events next season for both the swim and beach events. He currently competes in what he describes as “The Ultimate Event” - The Sunday Surf Race, in which he is
currently leading the A grade division - but it is handicapped!
Adam, has taken on the role of NBSLSC Ocean Race Swim director - The Rough Water and the North Bondi Classic. This is a mammoth task and he is very happy for
anyone to pitch in and help. As the swims are in January and February concurrently, “I definitely look like putting in at least 80 hours minimum.”
Other than the beach, his passions are motor bikes, family and music, but he only likes the band Los Funkeys!
What Adam loves most about the Club is “The camaraderie - it’s such a fun club to belong to and it’s getting even better, which is due to the overall team spirit and
people becoming more involved in general.”
Proudest moment - Adam would say - “to be the Nipper President for 4 years in a row, (in the early 2000's) looking after so many kids and making sure they had fun
and were safe." He really enjoys doing things for others and generally helping people - there’s nothing like it! Adam is passionate about NBSLSC and wants to see it
grow in a good way.
Final Quote: “For me the only way to relax is in the water - cures every ailment!”

Sam Petukh - 1/01/1938 - 82 years old - aka "Big Sam" - the worker behind the scenes
Sam (41 years) arrived from the Ukraine 40 years ago in the 1980’s - with his lovely wife Riva (33 years), Son - Alex and Daughter - Nelly. They all had to flee the
Ukraine - as we all know, it was horrific times back then. They escaped and went to Italy for 5 months with their 2 young children and 2 suitcases!
Sam was a Champion Ukrainian Republic Wrestler prior to fleeing. Sam’s son Alex, who is now 50 years old, was the Oceania Champion Wrestler at 19 years of age - of
course trained by his father. Sam worked from the first day that they arrived in Australia. He and his wife Riva had the philosophy that, “if you want to work, you can
work”.

Sam’s occupation in the Ukraine was as a mechanic and Riva was an accountant, but she couldn’t find work in her profession, so she worked at the Dry

Cleaners in Double Bay for 31 years - and never as an Accountant! Sam used to drive to North Sydney (Roseville) to work and then attended English Courses at night,
so he could, most importantly, converse with his NBSLC mates. An Associate member, Sam wasn’t someone who did Patrols, nor he did compete for the Club, but if
you needed to rely on someone to get something done - Sam was your man. He would go on the BBQ, he would collect gear, he would clean anything up and most
importantly he made his name in the gym training whoever wanted tips. Sam just loved NBSLSC and would come down and swim with the some of the boys – Jimmy
Power, Bob (Boofa) Johnson and Tony Hamilton, to name a few. He spent a lot of time in the gym, as he was a very disciplined man from his wrestling days and would
always assist any member, young or old, with any training tips.
The most horrific time for Sam, Riva and the family, was when Nelly contracted breast cancer - unfortunately she died at the age of 31. Nelly had 2 children, who Sam
and Riva adopted, as their father could not cope with the situation. So Sam and Riva brought moved into Nelly’s house to make sure the children were able to achieve
some normality and raised her children. Riva said, “Sam was the best husband ever and a double father”.
Sam is so proud to be a member of NBSLC and whenever any Russian friends (Ukrainian) friends come to visit, it is the first place that he takes them. He is proud
Sam pictured front far right, with other miscreants
who shall not be named

because he was welcomed in a time when there were many migrants arriving from Europe and he felt immediately at home.
I think NBSLC should be so proud to embrace a member like Sam Petukh, who just loved his Club for exactly what it is - a club whose members have the ability to
welcome all people, no matter where they are from and make them feel welcome - the true Surf Cub Culture.
This is a great Australian Story of sheer determination and openness - what you can achieve under extreme adversity - we are lucky to have you Sam, Riva and Family in
Australia and in North Bondi SLSC.

Jimmy Powers, 70yr member
Jimmy Powers - an all-rounder who discovered his love of board riding at North Bondi SLSC
DOB 14 August 1932 - 87 years young
Jimmy was born in Newcastle to a 16 year old Mother who desperately wanted to keep him and christened him "Frederick Southern". Unfortunately back then, when
you’re that young, your father was in charge. He was adopted in March of 1933 by a fantastic Step-Mother and Father (a Butcher) who moved from Stanmore to
Maroubra and then to a Butcher shop at Bondi Junction. Jimmy joined Bondi SLSC in 1947 and did his proficiency, but Bondi was a swimmer’s club and he was a terrible
swimmer - no floatation! He loved riding boards and then decided to join North Bondi in 1949 - known for its board riding skills - where he did his Bronze Medallion in
December 1949 and commenced his great journey. Jimmy and his mate Zel Rabin used to wag Randwick Boys once a week and head to the Club and ride boards. The
upside was that Zel was pretty smart (became Rupert Murdoch’s right hand man) and he tutored Jimmy so that a he would pass his Intermediate Certificate and get
into Sydney Boys High, which is he did. It only took him a month to realise he belonged at Sydney Tech as he was good with his hands and wanted to be a carpenter.
Jimmy worked as a builder most of his life and considers he was a pretty good one! He met his lovely wife Pam at a dance in 1954. She was going out with a bloke from
Bronte Surf Club, but Jimmy was a reasonably good jitterbugger and Pam was great at doing the Jitterbug and Charlestown - and the rest is history as they married on
2nd April, 1956! They would go the Charring Cross dance every Saturday night at St. Stephens and then to Bronte Surf Club on Sunday night to dance to the Deltones
and on Thursday night to the Monash Hut Dances at Rose Bay - those were the days! Before Jimmy’s building career he had a shirt business on time payment at the
Regis Hotel, where he also got involved in SP bookmaking (which of course was illegal), for three years at the back of the Regis - very entrepreneurial. ……And there’s
more: he owned a couple of Taxi’s together with a mate called Ronnie Hiscoe (fellow Club veteran). Not long after that, they also bought what used to be the old
Barclay Hotel in the Cross with Frank (Sep) Prosser (a swim coach - who taught many well known swimmers and was also a Coach for the Olympics). They owned the
Hotel for 11 years till 1998 and Kevin Joyce used to come in every month and spray the rooms (for pest control of a different kind) - great connections at North Bondi
SLSC. Every Australia Day they used to have a Carnival at Freshwater and one particular year the surf was big surf - Jimmy reckons 3 of the biggest waves he'd ever
seen. Jimmy got off the board, hung onto the tail and thought, "I have to get on this wave!" So he side-slipped and the board went in sideways, whilst he had a death
grip on it and made it to shore....only to be told that he’d run 6th and was in the final! Instead, he picked up the board and put it back on the truck - he didn’t fancy
another turn on those waves! Unfortunately a lot of Jimmy’s mates died in the 50’s, but there were two mates who stood out - Keith Hurst who won 2 Aussie Titles
and Keith Sawyer - known by the board riders at North Bondi as Keith “Soup” Sawyer who won 17 titles in a row - what a legend!
Jimmy completed his 10 years on patrol and was known as a bit of a larrikin, as most of the board riders were! He got a good break at the Aussies at Newport: he knew
he didn’t make the final, then next thing his name was called out for the final as Serge Denman got disqualified. Jimmy surprised himself and was leading to the first
buoy - Serge was yelling out saying "Come on Jimmy!" - then another board rider grabbed his tail hook and swing him out to sea! Jimmy was a good sport about it,
saying: “It’s all in the name of competition - the board riders are renowned for doing all sorts of things - I ended up a respectable 5th”.
All the members of NBSLSC looked forward to playing beach football and all the clubs who participated, each won a couple of games, even when they played the North
Side Clubs. After the games a couple of kegs would come out and everyone would head to the Club directly after the game for the “war” stories! “We also enjoyed
“White Nights” which were like cabarets, and I was on the on the social committee. We’d set up the Verandah on the old club with lighting, a bar and we definitely had
to have a band for the jitterbugging - they were terrific nights.”
What Jimmy enjoyed most about the Club is “being here for so many years and knowing so many terrific mates, but unfortunately most have passed away. I also love
Coffee Club in the mornings, where we can talk about old times, tell a few stories and have a laugh. Kenny Eastment sets up the Coffee Club for everyone and I tidy up
afterwards and I have the keys to lock up afterwards. It’s a relief now, as “Boofa" finally has some keys after so many years, so he can mind the “shop” too!
I also do a little service for the Club every 2 weeks and get the mail from Box No.1, at the Post Office on Hall Street. What everyone at the Coffee Club looks forward
to, is the annual Coffee Club Xmas Party - you’ve never seen so much food - it’s fabulous. The lovely Sue Hamilton is terrific, as she comes down every year and always
cleans up - we’re all really well looked after.”
“I’ve witnessed a lot of changes at Bondi and the North Bond Surf Club since I joined in 1949. I realise that change is important, but it’s a shame that everything in
Bondi is so expensive here now and none of the young ones can afford to live here. That was very different to my day, as you practically had to pay people to live in
Bondi!”
“From when I left school, did Tech and then found North Bondi SLSC, I consider I am the luckiest guy ever - finding all these beautiful friends. My life has been truly
blessed - thank you North Bondi SLSC!”

Jason “The Flea” Richardson – the Club’s newest Life Member
Jason obtained his Bronze in 1993 and is a 25 year long service member. He was on the management committee for over 14 years, at a time when the club needed skilled and
professional people to support the club’s growth. His ability to arrange social events was second to none and it can be said that he started the concept of functions at the Club as
vital member engagement initiative and source of revenue for the Club. You name it, Jason has been the driving force behind it: fundraising BBQ’s on ocean race & any other days,
Sportsman’s Lunches, Golf Days, Club Balls, City to Surf functions, and the old Roof Show. This involved a huge amount of time not only on weekends but mid-week and out of
hours.
Jason has been the largest contributor to the Social side of the Surf Club ever with a contribution from Major Events to Sunday Drinks, the Centenary Ball & all other events over a
period of 20 Years. In this time has voluntarily raised hundreds of thousands of dollars for our Club which put us in strong financial shape to rebuild.
For his sins, Jason is also son-in-law of Club legend and Life Member, Tony Hamilton.
Jason’s nickname is “The Flea”, which has evolved from his original nickname, “The Fly”, meaning bar fly! Enough said. No – there's more: Mrs Cotter likes to call him
“Strong” because he's always posing flexing his bi-ceps as a joke. Could be from lifting all those beer kegs …
Congratulations “Jason” for the very fitting recognition at this year’s AGM for all the work you have done behind the scenes for a very long time. Your Club thanks you!

Jeanne "Jan" Rockey - Bondi born and bred
Jan’s Father came to Bondi in 1934 and not too long after that, she was born in 1937. It was certainly a very different beach then from what it is today,
but it is still very special and dear to her heart. Since Jan was 6 years old, her father would take her to the Bondi Baths to swim every morning before
school and they’d walk along the beautiful Bondi Beach. Her father was a member of NBSLSC from the 1960’s - and he joined for the camaraderie and
mateship within the club. His claim to fame at NBSLSC was that he had the whitest body within the club - he was an academic and sunbathing wasn’t his
thing!
In different times, Jan would probably have become a member of North Bondi SLSC 40 years ago, when women were allowed to finally join the Surf
Lifesaving movement. She wasn’t able to do this as she lived overseas in Switzerland for many years with her family. But on her return Jan gladly joined
and has been a member for 20 years.
Jan’s profession as a physiotherapist allowed her to help many people over the years, particularly the more active and no doubt, she came across many
NBSLSC members.
Jan has loved the beach for as long as she can remember and continues to love the beach at 83 years old. When she was about 8 years old, Jan and a
friend would climb down on the ladder near the Bondi Baths and stand on rocks. They would hold onto the rope and would wait to get the signal to jump
into the waves. The signal was important as behind the rocks, there were many sharks, so you didn’t want to miss!
“I still swim most days with my very dear friend Susie of 50 years. She nudges me out the door, both summer and winter and we continue to enjoy this
wonderful beach called Bondi. It’s always a battle getting down to the Surf Club and the Beach, which I think is just human nature for all of us, but once
I’m in the water, there is no better feeling. I have never met anyone, who once they have had a swim, doesn’t feel good. This is always confirmed by the
Mermaids at Bondi (Mermaid Rock)
Jan (left hand side) aged 10 (1947) with
best friend - Anne O’Keefe - JOK’s sister
- and cousins

banter in the women’s change room - such happy, friendly women ready to start their day, and very thankful for the camaraderie. The highlight after a
winter swim with Susie is a hot shower for us. Also, to sit by the Surf Club wall in the sun, and feel, in a very small part, accepted by the "boys" in the
Coffee Club!”
As Jan was not a competitor or a lifesaver, she helped out on the BBQ and lent a hand in the office when Tony Hamilton was in charge sorting out the
merchandise, which was a bit of fun and a challenge.
There has been enormous change at Bondi Beach/North Bondi since Jan was younger. Bondi was very undeveloped back then and NBSLSC was very
simple, but it was home to a lot of members. Jan says that the shape of the beach has also changed and the sand was even different, so were the tides.
Certainly, there has been a big change in swim suits!
“NBSLSC and Bondi Beach has been a very happy extension to my life. To be able to wake up and go to the club is a blessing - and I am ever so grateful to
have had the early years at Bondi and to continue to enjoy the surf club environment later in life - so many wonderful memories.”

Jan’s Dad - Bill Campbell - aged 86 - “The
Whitest man at NBSLSC”

Jodie Salmon - a wonderful Club all-rounder and leader
Jodie has Surf Life Saving blood in her veins: Her Aunt was a member of the famous March Past team (also pictured). Both parents have OAMs for Surf Life Saving and her Brother
has an award from PM Howard for a significant Christmas Day rescue he was PC for. “So in my family my contribution to surf club is minimal in comparison.”
Hardly!
We think it’s fair to say that Jodie embodies everything North Bondi SLSC stands for. Having completed eight years of patrolling with 100% attendance, her dedication and model
conduct epitomises the vital role our patrolling members play in ensuring a quality lifesaving service is delivered, maintained and fostered. Jodie is also a very lovely person and her
passion is infectious.
Jodie is exceptional role model for all new members and lifesavers. In 2018/19, Jodie welcomed 13 new members into her Patrol, including five SRCs and five new bronze
medallion holders. She supported these members to provide quality lifesaving and first aid support to North Bondi Beach throughout each patrol.
In acknowledgement of the large number of new lifesaving members North Bondi welcomes each season, Jodie provided guidance and support to all Club Patrol Captains at the
mid-year meeting. Here, Jodie highlighted the importance of the Patrol Captain role in supporting members and reiterating the duty of care these positions have toward all
members particularly new members.
Culture is an important factor in a high performing team, and Jodie drives this through her communication strategy and inclusive engagement on patrol and through the Patrol
Facebook page. All members have clear roles when on patrol due to the clear expectations that are set before, during and after. An events manager in her day job, Jodie is also a
key member of the Club’s PR and social media team – thank you Jodie!
Jodie is known across the club from her positive attitude, her ability to make the surf lifesaving experience 'Amazing' for every Club Member in capacity as patrol captain, her
personal role in the education of each new Bronze Medallion holder at club, and the immense amount of time she volunteers
Jodie offers immense support and encouragement to her patrol. During last season tragically one of Patrol 16’s key members passed away and during that time Jodie’s main
focus was for her patrol and other club members, putting their welfare ahead of hers.
Jodie exemplifies lifesaving and North Bondi’s club values with a true "service of giving back to others" attitude. Her enthusiasm and attitude shines in many areas, such as
patrolling, education and training. Through her passion and dedication, she has encouraged and motivated fellow lifesavers to further develop their skills across various aspects of
lifesaving and volunteering
Jodie builds strong rapport with new members entering the movement and ensures she offer constant encouragement and motivation to our Bronzies, from Induction Day to
Graduation Day and she continues to engage with squads and Bronzies long after they have started patrolling.
And some parting comments this great leader of ours: “Inclusion and equality are really important on my patrol - no misogyny, homophobia, racism is tolerated.” And in case you
hadn’t noticed: “I am a raging feminist and environmentalist.”

Lucy Schott
Lucy joined NBSLSC in 2014, never having been in a Surf Club before. This has always been on her bucket list and she really does love the beach but needed to get over her fear of the
water. Lucy's Mother unfortunately died of a heart attack, whilst her father was giving her CPR, and doing his best to save her. Lucy never wants to be in that situation again, feeling
helpless and not knowing how to help in a life-threatening situation.
Lucy has always loved the ocean and yet feared it at the same time. When she was younger, she had a fear of the ocean, which hindered her from going to the beach as often as she
would have liked. So she decided to become a lifesaver, to conquer this fear. Now, she can’t live without the beach and it is the one place that grounds her - makes her feel like she is
at home and ultimately makes her feel happy and free.
Lucy has competed in IRB racing, but as North Bondi do not have a team, she competed for South Maroubra. She came 4th in the State in the 35 year + crew - which was a great effort.
Her plan is to continue IRB racing at Masters and to also compete for North Bondi in the swim events.
Lucy also volunteers in the education team as a lead trainer and she is currently training to become an assessor, having also been the SRC coordinator at the club. She is also an IRB
driver and a RWC (Jet ski) operator for Surf Lifesaving Sydney Branch. There are only 3 female IRB drivers at NBSLSC and she is the only female Jet ski driver at Bondi Beach in general.
RWC requires Lucy to do an additional 20 hours a season minimum and Education involves Lucy assisting with training Bronze groups, with a minimum of 4 assessments a season. On
top of this, she has also completed a Cert IV in Training and Assessment! Education requires at least an additional 30 + hours a season, so we’re looking at least 80+ hours of
Volunteering.
Lucy has a goal this season to complete all her Surf Lifesaving qualifications including the silver aquatic rescue and the gold medallion.
She works as a Consultant in Learning/Organisational Development and HR, which involves a lot of training and working with people.
What she ultimately wants to do is to create a culture at the Surf Club where females feel comfortable in sections that are predominantly male dominated and to provide education in
these areas where people feel comfortable to express their feelings and not feel pressured to “save face”. When she was training, her fear of the ocean came up. She was often
encouraged “to be more aggressive” and that her fear/anxiety was a reflection of lack of skill or confidence. She believes that Surf Lifesaving could be better and more inclusive if they
encourage people to be true to who they are, no matter if they are scared - quite common in the jet ski and IRB area. Not being aggressive doesn’t mean that you are not competent in
an area.
Lucy’s work has been helpful with her lifesaving duties as she receives some leave allowances for surf club duties and it’s nice that people admire what others do in the community.
She believes that the club has given her a sense of community and family. Lucy is very open about the fact that she has struggled with depression this year as a result of some personal
family related issues. At times, it has been difficult for her to move forward in life, however, every time she steps onto the beach, she feels her life has a much bigger purpose and
meaning. Surf Lifesaving has saved her life and added so much value to the world.
Lucy considers her proudest moments to be conquering her fear of the ocean by becoming a lifesaver! Seeing her previous Bronze group students flourish and develop within the club
(i.e. competing and winning competitions). Becoming the first female jet ski driver at NBSLSC and competing in IRB racing and receiving good results for the State competition.
The person who had a fear of the ocean now finds the perfect way to relax is in anything ocean related - swimming across Bondi with friends, sun baking, having a post coffee and
meeting new people while out on the water or on Patrol.

Nick Sone – Club Vice Captain
Nick got involved with Surf Life Saving when his daughter started nippers in 2015. Fast forward a few years and Nick now has all 3 of his
kids participating in the club Nipper program with some very promising competitors among them!
In addition to helping manage Water Safety at Nippers, Nick is also a Gold Medallion holder, Bronze Trainer, Vice Captain of Patrol 7 and
an IRB driver. He is also one of the Club’s joint Vice Captains of Lifesaving, ensuring that patrols are rostered effectively and have all the
equipment and capabilities they require to operate. Nick enjoys patrolling as much as he enjoys being part of the Nippers program,
which is a LOT. You can see him on the sand or in the water on any given day either training, surfing with his kids or patrolling!
Nick loves the sense of community that the club provides and that we have such a diverse range of interesting members. Nick’s most
memorable moment is being on patrol 18 on the day the patrol rescued over 80 swimmers, a very exhausting day but one he is proud to
have been a part of.

Eloise Starr – our “Club Captain”
Having grown up as part of the Lifesaving community Eloise joined North Bondi SLSC in 2014, coming out of “retirement” from her Nipper and Youth competition
days on the Central Coast to recomplete her bronze medallion and join patrol. Since joining the club Eloise has been involved in the Education section, is a Patrol
Captain, held the position of Club Vice Captain for 2 seasons and also a Masters competitor (with a few cheeky Australian titles to her name too). Ask her how
that level of fitness helped her out in the challenging ocean currents of Hawaii in September this year, having successfully completed the Maui Channel and
Waikiki Roughwater swims. 1/3 entrants in Waikiki didn’t make it!
Eloise is responsible for all Lifesaving activities, including the management of Patrol operations, equipment and membership compliance – no biggie! It is,
actually. Eloise’s “Club Captain” role is fundamental to the Club’s core business: to ensure our North Bondi volunteers can keep the beach safe and prevent
drownings, saves lives but ultimately enjoy all that the Australian way of life and surf lifesaving offers as a movement. Eloise is now in her 2nd year in the role as
Head of Lifesaving. Thank you Starry!

Emma Starritt - “The Queen of Skin Health”
Emma joined North Bondi SLSC in 2010 after she finished her medical specialist training as a Dermatologist.
She is originally from Country Victoria, near Shepparton, which explains her she had many interests - swimming, hiking, biking - generally all outdoor activities.
She moved to Sydney 20 years ago to study medicine at Sydney University, after spending 2 years in Sweden and 2 years in Canada - both amazing countries
with heaps of outdoor activities.
Emma has had a real affinity with the ocean – family holidays and learning to body surf at Portsea Back Beach (near where Harold Holt unfortunately
drowned) to becoming a regular competitor on the Sydney ocean swimming scene, including the Bondi to Watson’s Bay swim, and the Maui Channel Crossing
in Hawaii. She is not really a Club Competitor, but does love those long distance swims. Most recently she was one half of the winning female team for
Swimrun New Zealand in April of this year, which is a long event, swimming between islands in the Bay of Islands and running up their peaks.
Wearing many hats, Emma volunteers as the First Aid Officer and has been doing this for the last 8 years, looking after all the first aid equipment and is one of
the volunteer Doctors North Bondi SLSC has on site for all their events - a big behind the scenes commitment.
Emma is a Long Service Member, but still puts in between 30 to 40 hours per season. She is always at the beach, just enjoying the surf and the special feeling
that only the beach can give a person.
Emma is a busy Dermatologist and deals with a lot of skin cancer issues, something all of us who enjoy the Surf Club/Beach lifestyle need to be very aware of!
Like us all, Emma would like to work less and travel more, but she has to admit, she really likes helping people in her profession and seeing the positive results
of her work.
“It is pretty good being a member of NBSLSC, as I have opportunity to hang out with some great like-minded people, who have a positive outlook on life! The
convivial atmosphere makes it easy to fit in and enjoy everything that NBSLSC has to offer and the bonus is that I can stay healthy along the way.”
One of Emma’s proudest moments, was to be nominated as “Bronzie of the Year” –somehow it was felt I deserved this award!
Relaxation for Emma has firstly always been related to exercise - long runs, swims, hiking – anything outdoors. Anything else you would like to add Emma?
“Yes, don’t forget your sunblock!”

Rosemarie (Rosie) Taliano - A Real Champ!
Rosie joined NBSLSC nipper’s when she was 5 years old - she’s 27 next month, so 22 years ago. During this time Rosie competed and won Champion Lifesaver at
Branch and State for 3 years in her early 20’s. She also successfully competed in the March Past 9 years ago. Rosie won 3 gold medals at Aussies, together with 2
Silvers and 1 bronze over an 8 year period. No wonder she has now retired from competition - well done Rosie.
Rosie may have retired from competition but she that hasn’t stopped her from volunteering around the club - she is a Trainer, Assessor, Patrol Captain of Patrol
12 and Driver and Crew on Offshore Rescue Boat 30. She used to average 2 Bronze Squads per season and often clocked more than 100 hours per season Phew!
Rosie has never had to go out on a night rescue on Offshore Rescue Boat 30 as there is a specific roster for this and she is not on it, but she has been involved in
searches for missing swimmers over long periods of time. Once she was out on Rescue Boat 30 and they searched for a whole day for a missing male swimmer
but unfortunately they didn’t find him - he was unfortunately found deceased 3 days later.
The reason Rosie has stayed a member of NBSLSC is because of the team work, friendships, social network, volunteering with like-minded people and the overall
great community spirit.
Having achieved so much with NBSLSC, you’d think that Rosie wouldn’t have time to work, but she has two jobs! She is a casual Primary School Teacher and she
also works at Sydney Airport with Qantas in Customer Service and Tarmac Operations. Rosie loves both jobs and considers teaching and working with aircrafts an
ideal balance. The skills she has learnt at the club have been very helpful with her work, particularly her first aid skills which she uses both at the airport and at
school. Rosie also considers the skills from her work have been very complimentary to her lifesaving skills - i.e. organisational skills, leadership, team work,
problem solving and good communication skills have all helped her in her role as a Patrol Captain. With two jobs and lots of hours volunteering in Surf Lifesaving,
you would think that be would more than enough for anyone, but Rosie also has done a degree in Special Needs Education and is currently studying a Masters
Degree in Educational Business in Leadership and Management. She is doing her Masters in Perth and commutes to Perth once every 2 months!
Rosie has been a Patrol Captain for the last 5 seasons and she’s pretty happy to stay on as a PC for the foreseeable future. It’s a bit of a family affair on Patrol 12,
as her sister patrols with her, so it’s a great time to catch up and volunteer at the same time. She hopes while on Patrol, that she motivates her sister and a real
plus is that her sister doesn’t mind her telling her what to do.
Rosie believes her most meaningful time of being involved with the NBSLSC Club is as an SRC Trainer - “I love watching the kids go from being scared, unconfident
swimmers in the surf to confident, happy, go getters, in the space of a 6 week training course. I always get a buzz out of seeing the smiling, confident faces by
the end of the course.”
Believe it or not, Rosie does relax by going to the beach and swimming a lot, which takes her mind off things and she also combines this with yoga and pilates.
Eating healthy food is a priority as well - so a well balanced diet is essential to her busy lifestyle.
Any words of wisdom that you would like to leave us with Rosie - “Yes, take one day at a time and everything happens for a reason.”

Charlie Verco - from Nipper to Aussie Champion and Continuing
Charlie was 5 years old when he joined the North Bondi Nipper in 2006 and is a great example of a member who is moving through the
Club and kicking goals, whilst adding value.
The beach has always been an enjoyable part of Charlie’s life, but the Surf Club has become a central part of his life. He has competed
for the club since he was 11 years old and over the past few years he has had some significant successes, with receiving medals at the
Australian Surf Lifesaving Titles in running, team events and the ironman competition. Charlie continues to compete in ironman events
most weekends and just loves the buzz of being involved with other clubs “on the line” and testing his abilities.
From a volunteering stand point Charlie continues to assist on the BBQ from time to time. He also helps with coaching the Ironman
squad and this would total approximately 20-25 hours per season.
Charlie is still studying, but believes when he does commit to a profession, that his involvement with North Bondi will hold him in good
stead. He believes that Surf Lifesaving has taught him about team work, commitment, that it’s not all about winning and the value of
community & friendship.
The proudest moment in Charlie’s surf club history was winning the Taplin relay at the Aussies with Noah Havard and Hamish Donkin in
2018 at Scarborough Beach in WA, with the biggest North Bondi Team he has ever been involved with.
When not training and competing, Charlie relaxes of course by being in the surf! He also goes on to say that, “the surf club has been a
central part of my life every day and I appreciate the people, facilities, services and opportunities it provides - a great community”.

Dave Wesson - “Joining NBSLSC has been a great experience for this Pom”
When Dave first arrived in Australia he used to “body bash” in the waves, being a keen swimmer in the UK. He always noticed the 9
o’clock swim group walking down to the south-end to swim, as they did every day. One day much to his surprise, he was invited to join
them and despite the constant bagging for wearing “boardies”, the daily swim quickly became part of his daily ritual and a pair of
North Bondi swimmers were quickly purchased.
Needless to say Dave quickly developed his confidence swimming in the ocean and it wasn’t long before he joined the surf club (2003)
and began his 10 years of patrolling.
Highlights that come to mind for Dave are - completing his long service, challenging himself in numerous local ocean swims every year
for the last 15 years and the of course, the Sunday surf race - a great club tradition. “Likewise, making friends with people at the club I
can now call ‘friends for life’ and swimming with the legend Murray Rose, who I am proud to call a friend, as part of the old 9 o’clock
swim group.
For a pom arriving in Australia with an Australian wife and young twin boys who did nippers, there is no better way to assimilate your
way into Australian life. I really couldn’t see the amazing beach culture in Australia not being part of my life, and North Bondi SLSC has
been a great part of this experience”.
Dave was proud to do his bit earlier this season by recording a highlights video of the Rough Water swim (link below), before
swimming himself

Gary Winram Born 1936 - "From Surf Lifesaving Competition to the Olympic Games“
Gary became a member of North Bondi SLSC in 1952 as a Cadet and on 23rd October (good memory) he obtained his Bronze Medallion at 16 yrs of age. He was assigned
to a patrol and really enjoyed patrolling and working with the team. At 16, he was the first Australian to swim the 1650-yard freestyle in under 19 minutes. Two years later
Gary competed in the SLSA Australian Titles in 1954 and won the Jnr R&R Team, 1st in the Jnr Surf Race and 2nd in the Jnr Surf team with Kenny Hiscoe, Col Spearkes,
Garry Taylor. In 1956 the Olympic games trials commenced and Gary was lucky enough to get into team. He made it to the finals of the 400m and 1500m swims in
Melbourne - of which he was very proud. This was followed 2 years later by the British Empire and Commonwealth Games in Cardiff, Wales Gary won a Silver medal in the
1500m freestyle and a Bronze medal in the 400m freestyle - another proud moment in his life. After these two amazing events, Gary competed back in the surf and a
highlight was winning the Surf race in the State titles in Wollongong.
In 1961, Gary was offered a job in professional swim coaching at Balmoral, but due to the working hours was unfortunately unable to continue doing patrols. This was a
hard decision for Gary to make as he loved North Bondi SLSC, but back then you had to go where the work was, and this was an extremely good opportunity for him to do
something he loved. He had numerous successes in coaching, having trained Elli Overton who competed in the 1992 Barcelona Olympics, 1996 Atlanta Olympics and the
2000 Sydney Olympics. He also trained Cameron Delaney who also competed in the 2000 Australia Olympics in the 200m backstroke but unfortunately didn't place.
Gary grew up in Bondi grew up and virtually grew up on the beach. His Dad loved the beach as well, but preferred to go swimming every morning at Ice Bergs. The North
Bondi surf club was home to Gary and his mates. During the holidays after early morning swim training he and his mates would head to the club and hang out on the
beach and surf all day until returning to swim training in the evening. Back then the surf club was a pretty simple structure, but they all loved it and as Gary said it was
home. They didn’t have many volunteer duties back then other patrol, no BBQ, no IRB, life was pretty simple. What they did have, was the camaraderie, which was a big
extension of everyone’s families. It wasn’t just North Bondi Surf Club, it was all the other clubs, who they met at various Surf Lifesaving Carnivals. The social atmosphere
was also a draw card for the Gary and his mates - the parties, the bands and most importantly the girls! Gary remembers inviting everyone to his house as his parents
were away and some of Deltones came, as they used to play at Bronte SLSC.
One of Gary’s proudest moments was competing in the 1954 Queens Carnival Test in front of a very young Queen Elizabeth and Prince Philip and winning the Jnr. Surf Race
and Belt against NZ. From this event he was selected in the Australian team to compete in South Africa, bringing back some amazing memories.
The biggest change Gary has seen over the years at Bondi is the new (well not so new) Surf Club. This is a lovely building with wonderful amenities, but as he notes “it lacks
character - it’s not like the old club, which was just one big hall, with a stage, lots of seating and heaps of girls to flirt with!!” But times have changed and Gary realises that
surf clubs have to do so much more for the community that require very up-to-date equipment and amenities. He also said its wonderful that women are being celebrated
for 40 years of service in SLSA, as back in his day that would never have happened. Gary and his wife have been living in Queensland for the last 18 years, but he still
manages to keep in touch with all of his old mates at North Bondi and other clubs.
As a final comment - “North Bondi keep up the great work you do for the community and creating a club where your members have so many wonderful memories!”

HIGHLIGHTING OUR SYDNEY BRANCH AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE NOMINEES and WINNERS
Congratulations to the following members who have been nominated for the Sydney Branch Awards of Excellence.
•

Lifesaver of the Year: Paul Hotton

•

Patrol Captain of Year: Jodie Salmon

•

Patrol of the Year: Patrol 2

•

Youth Lifesaver of the Year: Cynthia Baker Barden

•

Assessor of the Year: Glenn Clark

•

Trainer of Year: Anna Willis

•

Administrator of the Year: Danny Ekins

•

JD Athlete of the Year (13-14yrs) Male: Fred Carmody

•

JD Athlete of the Year (11-12yrs) Male: Jack Wilkinson

•

JD Athlete of the Year (13-14yrs) Female: Annabelle Waugh

•

Youth Athlete of the Year – Charlie Verco

•

Masters Athlete of the Year – Jamie Verco

•

Surf Sports Team of the Year – Xanthe Christopher, Lily Finati & Bernie Hughes

Congratulations to the following members who have been nominated for the Sydney Branch Awards of Excellence and won their category
•

Athlete of the Year – Noah Havard

•

JD Athlete of the Year (9-10yrs) Male: Noah Bowler

•

Innovation of the Year: Australian Defence Force (ADF) Pilot Bronze Medallion Course

Anna Willis- Trainer of the Year
Not content with just getting her Bronze Medallion, ART and Spinal Management awards
in the 2018/2019 season, Anna also started teaching and facilitated an intensive 6-week
Bronze course and an ART course. Anna then went on to complete the Silver Medallion
Basic Beach Management, Train the Trainers and Assessors Courses and is now a Patrol
Vice-Captain and a Lead Trainer. This season she assisted with 8 skills maintenance
sessions and was the Lead Trainer in 5 ART courses that included 80 candidates from both
Bondi/North Bondi and ran 1 Spinal Management Course.
Anna took on the task of the Further Awards coordinator and has worked within the club
and across the Waverley district to improve enrolment in further awards.
Anna has inspired other members because of her passion and dedication for training
lifesavers at North Bondi to always be ‘Ready Aye Ready’. She has devoted countless hours
of her time and is excelling at getting more members enrolled in further awards.

SLSS Innovation of the Year: Australian Defence Force - Pilot Bronze Course
With the average ADF career lasting just seven years, about 5,500 people leave the armed forces
every year and face challenges such as returning to everyday life as a civilian, applying their skills from
the ADF and mental health issues following a transition out. In an Australian Life Saving first, we
introduced a specially designed fast-track Defence Force Bronze Medallion course. There was
significant support from SLSNSW for this Initiative, including sponsorship from the NSW Minister for
Police & Emergency Services. Three ADF candidates, all Waverley locals, participated in a course which
focussed on identifying existing skills, then tailoring the training and adapting to SLS requirements.
Congratulations to Mark Cotter for conceiving this idea and for liaising with the ADF for several years
to get it off the ground. Congratulations and thank you also to Michael Boland, Head of Education,
and to Yon Golan, Patrol Captain (who has a background in military service and is intimately familiar
with the difficulties in re-integration into civilian life), for devising a bespoke Bronze course that would
fit with the participants’ speciality background. Michael and Yon delivered the course with the
assistance of and assessment by Ryan Tinvall from Bronte SLSC. We are now formulating a
comprehensive plan on how to deliver this Defence Force Bronze course and create a framework that
can be used across Australian Surf clubs to encourage ADF members to join SLSA. What a wonderful
and worthwhile initiative that can make such a positive difference to people’s lives - you’ve done the
Club proud indeed.

SLSS JD Athlete of the Year (9-10yrs) Male: Noah Bowler
Noah is one of North Bondi’s young guns. He has great surfing skills on the board which lead him to a
Gold medal at state this year. He dominated every race at state and deserved his great win. He trains
hard and we look forward to seeing him transition from a foamy to a hard board next year.

Athlete of the Year – Noah Havard WINNER
Noah's key achievements at a SLSC level were achieved at the NSW State Titles picking up five gold medals: two
individual and three team orientated. He achieved a first in NSW SLSC winning the single ski in both the under 19s
and Open Male. In addition to this he achieved gold in the under 19 ski relay, gold in the under 19 taplin relay and
gold in the open ski mixed team.
Outside of this Noah has also performed exceptionally well representing NSW in the State Teams and winning the
under 19 Epic Kayaks Gold Coast Classic and the Shaw and Partners Dash for Cash. A bronze medal in the under 23 at
the ocean ski world championships in France was also an amazing achievement in a very impressive year.
Noah is at home looking after the up and coming youth as he is in paddling his ski. He is a fantastic role model even
coaching the nippers on boards and with their surf skills. He is a genuine club contributor in all aspects of his
involvement with North Bondi from doing his patrols, helping out with nippers, doing his share at the BBQ and
generally engaging with the broader club community. His role as a leader within the ski ranks at north Bondi steps
up to another level, however. He leads by his actions as far as his commitment to the work load, but is also a great
role model in how to deal with winning and losing. His balance between confidence/self believe and modesty
perfect.

Congratulations Noah, North Bondi is proud to have such an accomplished and humble athlete

representing it at races, on patrol and in the community.

